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Abstract of Chapter 1: This paper examines a monetary economy with 

financial intermediaries- Several periods of investment are necessary before 

output iç received. To smooth consumption or augment production possibil- 

ities, agents can borrow from a competitive banking sector. Loans must be 

guaranteed by collateral. Thus, the capital market is imperfect. The collat- 

eral accepted by banks coincides with one kind of capital used in production. 

It is shon-n t hat agents may overinvest in collateral and increases in statutory 

reserves can reduce the allocative inefficiency and increase welfare. 

Abstract of Chapter 2: This paper examines the issue of whether a 

srnall random deviation from a non-random policy process will destabilize the 

equilibrium exchange rate in a rational expectations economy. The random 

dex~iations represent the erratic actions of government which are unobsem- 

able by agents until they occur. The degree of randomnesz ia indexed by a 

parameter E E [O. 1): with higher values of e associated with greater random 

shocks. As c changes, the structure of policy changes in a noniinear way The 

random equiiiLrium exchange rate, x: , converges to the detenninistic rate, 

z t .  as E -+ O. If agents are approximately rational, large deviations between 

x; and zt for small E are possible. 

Abstact of Chapter 3: This paper analyzes the stability of the ex- 

change rate in an  econonly with noise traders. Noise trading is restricted 

to agents investing in the domestic stock market, who are less sophisticated 

than the agents pricing foreign exchange. Monetary policy is afTected by the 



behaviour of investors in the domestic stock market. We show that srnall 

fluctuations in the parameters governing noise trading can have a profound 

effect on the exchange rate when foreign exchange traders have rational ex- 

pectations. This shows that instability is the key feature in economies where 

heterogeneous agelits have different levels of sophistication in processing in- 

formation. Endogenous fluctuations from the stock market spill over into 

endogenous fiucti?ations in the exchange rate. 
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1 Introduction 
Cliapter 1 is entiltled Overlapping Investment With Imperfect Capital Mar- 
kets. This paper examines a m o n e t q  economy with financial intermedi- 
mies. Several periods of investment are necessary before output is received. 
To smooth consumption or to augment production agents can borrow from a 
cornpetitive banking sector. Loans must be guaranteed by collateral. Thus, 
the capital market is imperfect. The collateral accepted by banks coincides 
with one kind of capital used in production. Therefore agents have an incen- 
t ive to overinvest in collateral. 

Shere is a centrai bank which rnay impose a minimum level of reserves 
on the commercial banks. It is widely thought that increases in statutory 
reserves will cause the return on money to fail and the lending rate to rise. 
This view has prevailed becausc of the bias to  model reserve requirements 
as a t a s  using a partial equilibrium franiework. According to this model, 
increases in statutory reserves lower the return to  the depositors who siipply 
xnoney for lending; t hey also raise the cost of loans from the borrower7s view. 
Tliese conclusions do not hold in the general equilibrium framework of the 
niodel. The paper shows that both the return on money and the lending rate 
rnay rise as statutory reserves are increased. 

It is also s h o m  that imposing reserve requirements may increase welfare. 
The rationale for this result is that by decreasing the lending base interest 
rates must rise. This eliminates some of the overaccumulation of collateral 
arid welfare iniproves. 

The question of whether a small change in one aspect of a mode1 will 
produce a large change in equilibria is becoming a universal issue in science. 
Althougli it originated in physics with the discovery of chaos, it is nom- an 
issue in finance and economics. It is well k n o m  that deterministic econoniies 
can eshihit complex fluctuations in prices, see Grandmont (1985) as an esam- 
ple. However7 the associated dynamincs for random economies remains very 
inuch an open question. The 1 s t  two chapters of my dissertation analyze 
comples fluctuations in random economies. 

3:Iy research focuses on the stability of economic models, particularly con- 
tinuous time asset pricing models. The last two papers study the stability 
of asset prices when non-fundamentalist traders, noise traders, are market 
participants. The f i s t  mode1 of noise trading was presented in Summers 
(1986). Since then, the Iiterature has expanded in both theoretical and em- 
pirical directions, see Brock and Hommes (1997) and Brock? Lakonishok and 
LeBaron (1992). Noise traders have the potential to create interesting fluc- 



tuations because they introduce a certain amount of erratic behaviour into 
financial markets. 

Chapter 2 is entitled Random Perturbations Of Deterministic Equilibria. 
This paper is a hybrid, combining economics and an area of probability 
theory known as Randody Perturbed Dynamical Systems. In it 1 integrate 
t his highly evolved area of probability with asset pricing theory 

In probability theory it is known that there are instances when small ran- 
dom shocks can drastically alter the behaviour of a deterministic system. In 
probability theory. studying the effects of randomness on non-random s y ç  
tems has generated considerable research interest. The mathematical stmc- 
ture of the random and non-random economic models is very different, but 
no systematic program of comparing random and deterministic equiiibria has 
been undertaken in economics. This is precisely the purpose of chapter 2.  I 
show that a deterministic equiiibrium for the foreign eschange market can ac- 
curately approximate a random equilibrium provided the random influences 
are small. The significance is that an unanticipated switcli from a random 
policy to a non-random policy will not produce a large swing in exchange 
rates if agents have rational expectations. 

However, if expectations are not fully rational but are close to being ra- 
tional, small shocks can indiice a potentially large fluctuation. These new 
expectations, called quasi-rational expectations, are meant to model the be- 
liavioiir of noise traders. Quasi-rational agents process information inteili- 
gently but use a short horizon predictor and a long horizon predictor; rational 
agents use only a long horizon predictor. Small deviations from a world of 
perfect certainty can produce large swings in exchange rates if agents are 
quasi-rational. 

Chapter 3 is entitled Exchange Rate Fluctuations In An Economy With 
Xoise traders. This paper analyzes the stability of the exchange rate in 
an econorny with noise traders. It extends the recent papers of Brock and 
Hommes (1997,1998). Noise trading is restricted to  agents investing in the 
domestic stock market, who are by assumption less sophisticated than the 
agents pricing foreign exchange. Monetary policy is affected by the behaviour 
of agents in the domestic stock market. Srnall fluctuations in the parameters 
governing noise trading can have a large effect on the exchange rate when 
foreign exchange traders have rational expectations. Instability emerges as a 
key feature of the economy when heterogeneous agents have different levels 
of sophistication in processing information. 

Multiple possible exchange rates are a key feature of this model. Given 
the percentage of noise traders and deviations from fundamental prices in 



the stock market there is a unique exchange rate. However, there are many 
possible combinations of noise trader proportions and price deviations that 
could exist in the stock market. This is the source cf the many possible 
exchange rates. It is shown that a small change in the arnount of trend 
chasing by noise traders can generate either exchange rate appreciation or 
depreciation. S i d a r l y l  a small change in the propensity to switch between 
being a noise trader and fundamentakt can generate either exchange rate 
appreciation or depreciation. If after finitely many periods of noise trading 
al1 agents become fundamentalists. both the nurnber and character of the 
potential exchange rates is unchanged. Thus, even a bnef flirtation with 
noise trading can have lasting impact through multiple possible exchange 
rates. 

'rlany people have helped in one way or another with this project. First 
and foremost 1 nish to thank my principle supervisors in the economics de- 
partment Miquel Faig and Myrna Wooders. as well as my supervisor in the 
mathematics department, Luis Seco. Thanks are dso  due to the other com- 
mitee members, Ange10 Melino and Xiaàong Zhu as well as the extemal 
examiner, Andres Erosa. 1 am indebted intellectually to W. Brock and his 
research associates, M. Freidlin and A. Wentzell as well as the many other tal- 
ented mathematicians and probabalists whose work has shaped my thinking. 
Last, but not least, 1 wish to thank my parents Linda and Philip Gagnon for 
their support while writing this dissertation. My mother set my feet on the 
path of learning and this work represents the time and energy she invested 
in me. 

Al1 of the papers cited here appear as references in the relevant chapters. 



Overlapping Investments Wit h Imperfect 
Capital Markets 

Chapter 1 of the dissertation of Gregory Gagnon1 

University of Toronto, 150 St. George Street, Toronto, Ont., M5S 3G7 

Abstract: This paper examines a monetary economy with bancia l  in- 
t ermecliaries. Several periods of invest ment are necessary before out put is re- 
ceived. To smoot h consumpt ion or augment production possibilities, agents 
caii borrow from a cornpetitive banking sector. Loans must be guaranteed 
by collateral. Thus, the capital market is imperfect. The collateral accepted 
by banks coincides with one kind of capital used in production. It is shown 
that agents may overinvest in collateral and increases in statutory reserves 
can reduce the allocat ive inefficiency and increase welfare. 

1 Introduction 
Over the last twenty years, t here has been a growing movement in the liter- 
ature to esamine economies with financial intermediaries. For examples of 
this literature see Diamond and Dybvig (1983), Diamond and Rajan (1999). 
Holmstrom and Tirole (1997) and Stein (1998). A second strand in the Lit- 
erature which appeared at approximately the same time modelied economies 
with capital market imperfections. These models gave rise to a demand for 
moncy t hat came from the desire of agents to fulfill " liquidity needs" . see Be- 
wley (1980) and Woodford (1990). With imperfect capital markets, agents 
cannot w-rite contracts against every possible contingency and holding money 
is one way to hedge against adverse circumstances. An alternative source of 
money demand in these models is the slow or costly liquidation of physica! 
assets. Empirical evidence exists to support the view tliat agents d o  hold 
assets to meet liquidity needs. see Freid (1995) and Bansal and Coleman 
( 1996). 

Bot h the financial intermediaries and imperfect capital markets approaches 
have tried to reinterpret well known problems while simultaneously throwing 
light 011 how these new structural features of the mode1 affect the economy. 

'This chapter is written in collaboration with my advisor hliqucl Faig. 



This paper synthesizes the two approaches by examining a mode1 of overlap 
pirig iri\*est ment in an economy wit h h a n c i a l  intermediaries and imperfect 
capital markets. 

By overlapping investment we mean investment projects require several 
periods to mature and different segments of the population experience a àif- 
ferent stage of the investment cycle at a given time. For all agents different 
forms of investment occur in the two periods before o u t p ~ ~ t  is received; once 
output has been produced a new investment cycle begins. Between the pe- 
riods that output is produced agents have no incorne. At each time, half of 
the population receives output when the other half has no income. Thus. 
wliile al1 agents are identical in t e m s  of production technology they begin 
the irivestnient cycle a t  different times. These tw-o halves of the population 
complement each other and this allows mutually profitable trade to occur. 
Even though output is not available in every period agents enjoy positive 
consumption at  al1 times by trading goods for money. Specifically: agents 
with output trade part of their output for money which is supplied by the 
agents witliout output. 

There is a cornpetitive banking sector which makes loans to  the private 
sector, but agents require collateral to  borrow. bloney demand aises  from 
the liquidity needs of agents. Money c-an be used to smooth consumption 
by allowing agents t o  purchese consurnption when they are not producing 
output. It can also provide a means of financing second period investment, 
thei-eby reducing or elirninating the need t o  borrow. The collateral against 
which agents can borrow is one of the kinds of capital Rrhich agents use 
in production. Since this capital is a choice variable agents can in a sense 
determine their own credit-worthiness. This opens the possibility that agents 
overaccumulate collateral capital and thus introduce inefficiencies into the 
economy. 

Residential housing accounted for 41 -4 per cent of household wealth ac- 
cording to the 1995 United States Survey of Consumer Finances and houses 
are a forin of capital which can be used as collateral for personal loans. It 
is not inconceivable that agents overinvest in housing relative to  other forms 
of capital as part of a cornprehensive plan of lifetime consumption. Simi- 
larly, firms use their building and other easily observable and tradable forms 
of capital as collateral. The question we pose in this paper is whether one 
inefficiency arising Çrom a capital market imperfection could be corrected by 
increasing anot her kind of inefficiency 

The tradition in monetary economics has been to view statutory reserves 



aç a tau on the banking sector because these funds earn no return. Money 
allocated to reserves could be loaned a t  a productive rate of interest. How- 
ever. if agents are overinvesting in collateral relative to  otiier forms of capital 
it is efficient to reduce the e-xtraneous accumulation. Increasing resenre re- 
qiiirements will decrease the amount banks have to lend and eliminate part 
of tlie overinvestment in collateral as interest rates rise. We assert that thzre 
is an equilibrium in an optimizing economy where increases in commercial 
bank reserves do enhance welfare. 

'Ilany of the issues arising in this paper have been considered in the 
literature. Our model is similar in spirit t o  the model presented in Faig 
(1999a). One of the major differences with Faig (1999a) is that our model 
allows for credit markets. It is the investment structure of Our model which is 
veq- similar to the overlapping investment model described in Faig (1999a). 
The chef difference between this paper and ours is that Faig (1999a) does 
not have financial intermediaries. Faig (1999a) discusses the effects of a 
self-financed central bank on welfare and growth but excludes a cornpetitive 
banking sector. 

Severat researchers have analyzed capital market imperfections nritli the 
aim of explaining empirical features of asset retums. Aiyagari and Gertler 
( 199 1) invest igate whet her holding liquid assets helps explain several stylized 
facts of asset returns. Agents hold liquid assets because with imperfect mar- 
kets they cannot ensure al1 risk. Their mode1 has a miued performance in 
explaining the empirical features of a low real interest rate and large spread 
between liquid and illiquid assets. Holmstrom and Tirole (1998) also devise 
a mode1 of imperfect capital markets with the sim of evplaining risk premia 
aiid the volatility correlations which have been obsert-ed in financial data. 
Tliey introduce a "corporate agency approach to asset pricing" . Their mode1 
i~icludes financial intermediaries but tlie supply of assets that could serve as 
collateral is not endogenous. This represents an important conceptual differ- 
ence between our mode1 and theirs. Holmsrom and Tirole (1997) model an 
economy where firms and financial intermediaries are capital constrained. A 
"collateral squeeze" is harder on the less well capitalized firms than on highly 
leveraged firms. Bencivenga and Smith (1991) as well as Espinosa and Yip 
(1995) develop growth models with financial intermediaries. However, nei- 
ther paper incorporates the requirement that borrowing must be backed by 
collateral. Gorton and Pennacchi (1990) provide a rationale for deposit in- 
surance in an economy with financial intermediaries. Bank deposits protect 
uninformed agents w-hen they are risk free. If banks make risky investments 



deposit insurance can replicate the allocations that come from riskless de- 
posits. 

The paper is organized as  follopr~s. Section 2 discusses the rnodel. Sec- 
tion 3 provides an overview of equilibrium conditions. Section 4 discusses 
t,he borrowing unconstained equilibrium. Sections 5 discusses the borrow-ing 
constrained equilibrium. Section 6 discusses welfare implications of chang- 
ing reserve requirements. Section 7 concludes. Section 8 is an appendix 
containing detailed derivations of some results fmnd in the text. 

2 The Mode1 

Consider an economy where al1 agents are identical in terms of prefer- 
ences, production technology and opportunities. There is a large number of 
agents so that no one agent affects the behat-iour of any ottier agent. Agents 
make their production, consumption and portfolio decisions at discrete times 
t = 0 , l :  2 .  . .. Each agent decides on appropriate capital docations for 
production as well as consumption, saving and borrowing. There is one pro- 
duction good which is sold on a competitive market. Since there are many 
agents, each agent takes the price of the good as given. 

Each agent owns a production technology The niost complicated feature 
of the mode1 is production because it occurs in two distinct stages. Specif- 
ically. there is overlapping investment by which we mean that the different 
kinds of capital are invested at different times. Consequently? the differ- 
ent kinds of capital usually appear with a time subscript. In addition, the 
production technology is non-transferable and is constant across time. 

Although agents are identical in terms of technology they are differenti- 
ated the stage of the investment cycle they experience. At any time t ,  
half the population will undergo stage one of the investment cycle while the 
other half of the population experiences stage two. The description of the 
investment cycle which follows applies to half of the poplation. The other 
half of the population experiences structurally the same investment process 
but will be in stage one a t  odd times rather than even times. 

At tinies t = 0,2,4,6. . . each agent decides on quantities of capital ko, and 
k i t  to use in production. The input of another form of capital k2,t+l OCCIES 

at tinie t + 1. Final output, yt+a, results a t  time t + 2 and a new cycle of 
investment can begin. Below, the different kinds of capital are given distinct 
int erpretat ions. Consequently. for exposit iorial purposes we frequent ly omit 



the time subscript and denote the capitals as ko, kl and b- It is not possible 
to invest ko or kI a t  odd times, neither can & be invested a t  even times. 
This structure implies that investment follows a two stage process over time. 

Thz situation we are modeling is one where investment ret,urns follow mit h 
a delay The inwstment structure is meant to capture the feature of the real 
world where investment projects generally require several periods to mature 
and the output of many productive units varies over time. Allowing three 
distinct kinds of capital is also a redst ic  feature of the mode1 since nlany 
industrial or agricultual projects use different kinds of capital. each with a 
different productivity. As an example? consider an agriculturd economy. The 
capitaIs kat and k i t  can represent buildings and ploiving investment at time 
t respectively: kZLtl can represent seeding investment at t + 1 and yt+2 the 
hm-est . 

Although agents only receive output a t  even times, they may engage in 
saving and thus consume at al1 times. Output is perishable and once received 
i t  must be consurned and invested in as well as  kI- Then the balance is 
sold for rnoney to  be used in the neut period. The money is supplied by the 
agents who are cunently in stage two of the investment cycle i.e. the agents 
without output. Thus, at time t the agents currently in stage two are able 
to consume even though they have no output of their o m .  At tirne t + 1 
the agents who were in stage one at time t will be in stage two. They will 
sel1 their money holdings for the output of the agents who were in stage tnTo 
at time t .  In this way, all agents maintain consumption levels despite the 
cyclical nature of output. 

hloney in the form of deposits is the only asset available for saving. Moneÿ 
is only held for the purpose of smoothing consumption between the periods 
when output accrues or to finance investment in b. It does not enter the 
economy artificially through a utility function, neither does the demand for 
rnoney originate £rom a cash-in-advance constraint as in Lucas (1987). In- 
stead. rnoney demand arises endogenously as agents determine tlieir optimal 
c_\-cle of consumption and investment - 

The economy has financial intermediaries in the form of a cornpetitive 
co~iiniercial banking sector. The banking sector makes loans to agents. Loans 
Inay he used by agents to increase consumption or to augment investment in 
A.?. The credit market is imperfect in the sense that agents require collateral 
to borrow. Mie assume that ko plays the role of collateral. By assumption, ko 
will represent an observable form of capital against which agents can borrow. 
The other forms of capital kl and IL2 are assunied to be either unobservable or 



non-transferable and tlierefore unsuitable as coilateral. For example, ko can 
be the housing stock and kl as well as can be different types of circulating 
capital e.g. materiais. There are a large number of banks implying that 
each bank takes the interest rate on loans as given. There is also a central 
bank which provides reserves for the commercial banking sector and in some 
instances requires the banks to hold a minimum amount of reserves. The 
mode1 dlows resenie requirements to be zero as a special case. 

This scenerio creates an interesting problem. On one hand, agents are 
constrained in their borrowing because of the amount of collateral they pos- 
sess. On the other hand. agents effectively choose the amount of collateral 
theq' possess via their decision about ko. Since ko represents physical, trans- 
ferable capital such as houses, there is the question of whether or not the 
econorny overinvests in this particular kind of capital to borrow more to fi- 
nance future expenditures. If overaccumulation of ko exists, is it possible 
for a small increase in the reserve ratio to improve welfare? Suppose the 
money supply is constant. If the central bank increased mandatory reserves 
M d  by the banking sector there would be a reduction in the funds available 
for loans. This would engineer an increase in the interest rate and decrease 
the incent ive to accumulate collateral. In the new equilibrium the inefficient 
accumulation of collateral would be redticed and rnight even be eliminated. 
Despite the credit contraction, it is possible that a higher level of welfare 
coiild result as resources are allocated more efficiently. This is the central 
question addresed by the paper. 

Tt is important to emphasize that the problern is typically with overac- 
cuniulation of collateral rather than with borrowing for h. However, only 
by raising interest rates is it possible to counter excessive accumulation of 
collateral. In a typical equilibrium k2 will be too small and ko too large 
relative to what is optimal. Let us turn toward a forrnal description of the 
constraints and choice problem. The next section will discuss the solution 
concepts and possible equilibria- 

Let t be an even number so that agents are in stage one of the invest- 
nient cycle. At time t ,  agents must allocate their wealth xt to first stage 
consuriiption cl,,  first stage investment kOt , kl t  and money holdings ml. The 
first budget constraint is 

Let Rt and rt be the gross returns (one plus the net interest rate) on loans 
and money repectively a t  time t .  As markets are cornpetitive? the agent takes 



these rates as given. At time t + 1 agents may boriow against the capital 
ko, : denote borrowing by bt+l. Borrowing and total savings, rt+lmt are used 
to finance second stage consumption and investment? den0te.i by C?L+I and 
K-2t+l respectively. The resulting budget constraints for t + 1 are 

By assumption, the productioc technology will be Cobb-Douglas. Let 
denote the output resulting from the previous two period cycle. Then 

production is defined by 

\Ve assume that there is one fived factor which in turn implies that returns 
to scak are decreasing i-e. û.0 + al + a.;! < 1. Although it is usually conven- 
tionai to assume constant returns to scale (CRS), we depart from the CRS 
assumption for reasons of analytic tractability. CVhen returns to scale are 
decreasing ~ve  can find precise equations for the capital stocks, borrowing 
and corisumption. 

Agents have an intertemporai utility function wit h instantaneous utility 
given by log(cit) at even times and log(c2,) at odd times t .  The discount 
factor 5 is constant over time. Intertemporal preferences are 

Standard methods of dynarnic programming such as those described in Sar- 
gent (1987) allow us to solve the probIem recursively. Thus, preferences at 
an even time t are represented by the value functions and &+? as we11 as 
the one period utilities: 

The recursive structure implies that wealth at  time t is related to past 
decisions via the relation xt = yt - bt-1 Rt. At time t ,  the choice variables 
are c l t .  ~ 3 t .  bt. kit. k2t+l and bt+1. Clearly, money holdings mt are determined 
cndogenously. 



2.1 Behaviour of the Banking Sector 

As rnentioned above, the banking sector is cornpetitive. The money held 
iudividuals only exists as deposits at  the commercial banks i.e. there is 

no paper currency. The commercial b d s  aIso function as intermediaries 
transferring goods from borrowers to lenders i.e. they facilitate the transfer 
of goods for money from individuals in stage one of the investment cycle to 
individuals in stage two. Deposits are thus diified h m  iodividuals who are 
currently in stage two of the investment cycle to individuals in stage one. The 
commercial banks then take these deposits and make loans to the inàividuals 
who are currently in stage two of the cycle. 

There is a central bank which accepts deposits from the commmercial 
bankirrg scctor; these deposits are the resen-es which commercial banks de- 
cicie to maintain in equilibrium. Equivalently: reserves may be held as an 
iinbacked security issued by the central bank which has no intrinsic value. 
Funds Iield as reserves by the commercial banks corne from deposits and 
thus cannot be loaned to private agents. The central bank may establish a 
statutory minimum for reserves. In this case, the commercial banks decide 
wi-hether or not to hold reserves above the statutory minimum. Thus. in a 
tarigible sense, reserves in the model are always endogenous. Even when 
there are no statutory reserves the cornniercial banks may still choose to 
hold reserves a t  the central bank; such reserves are refered to  as voluntary 
reserves. The central bank has no taxing power besides requiring commercial 
banks to hold a minimum level of reserves. For ~iruplicity~ we assume that 
thcre are no government espenditures. 

We will examine several types of equilibria. Each equilibrium can occur 
without statutory reserves. In one equilibrium the commercial banks do not 
hold reserves Le. the reserve ratio is zero. This equilibrium occurs when the 
borrowing constraint is not binding and when interest rates are positive. In 
the second equilibrium, the borroit-ing constraint is binding and the interest 
rate is positive. Thus. commercial banks do not hold reserves willingly since 
the money could be profitably loaned. The third equilibrium corresponds to 
the case when agents are borrowing constrained and where the interest rate 
is zero- Typically reserves will be positive in this equilibrium because there 
is not the same incentive to loan al1 funds on deposit. 

It is important to understand that these equilibria are exhaustive in the 
scnse t hat t hey characterize al1 the relevant possibilities for t 11e economy. 
To sce this. observe that in equilibrium reserves must be either positive or 



zero and the borrowing constraint must be either binding o r  non-binding- 
Hence there are four possibiiities: non-binding borrowing w-ith zero reserves, 
binding borrowing wit h reserves, binding borroning wit hout reserves and 
non-binding borrowing with reserves. The  first three possibilities correspond 
to our equilibria. The fourt h possibility is clearly uninterest ing since t here 
is no reason to  force banks to hold reserves when overaccumulation is not 
a problem. Xeither will banks w<llingly hold reserves with a nonbinding 
borrowing constraint because, as we demonstrate, the interest rate is positive 
il-11en this equilibrium prevails. Voliintary reserves in this instance impose 
a real cost on the banks since the money could be loaned and earning a 
positive return. Banks wi11 only be willing t o  hold reserves voliintariIy when 
the interest rate is zero. 

Consider a cornpetitive equilibriurn with reserves. Let Ot be the reserve 
ratio a t  time t which consists of bot h statutory and voluntaq- reserves: clearly 
0, E [O. Il. The total return at time t paid by the central bank to the 
commercial b d s  on their reserves is denoted by p, Le. p, is one plus the rate 
of interest paid on reserves. The zero profit condition for the commmercial 
banks is 

rt = Otpt + (1 - &)Rt (2.7) 

Equation (2.7) states that the return accruing to the banlis in the form 
of loan repayment and the return on central bank deposits equals the return 
paid to  bank depositors. in the equilibria we analyze pt = 1 for al1 times 
t .  i-e. the central bank pays no interest. Thus, our discussion of (2.7) is 
specialized to this case. Consider the left hand side of the equation. The 
central bank pays no interest on reserves and Ot percent of each dollar is held 
in reserve: 0, is therefore the return on reserves held a t  the central bank. 
Hence 1 - 0, percent of every dollar is loaned to  agents and this comrnands a 
return of Re. If there are no reserve requirements and no voluntary reserves, 
then 8, = O and banks receive a return of Rt from loans which they pay as 
interest to the private sector. For Ot > O it is clear that rt 5 Rt because Rt is 
one plus the rate of interest on loans whereas reserves yield no interest. Let 
us summarize each equilibrium in more detail. 

In the iirst equilibrium, r = R = B-', the borrowing constraint is non- 
binding and reserves are zero. In this equilibrium there is no inefficient 
collateral accumulation. Another way of interpreting this equilibrium is that 
collateral is abundant relative to investrnent needs. For example, if bttl < kat, 
then kOt - bt+l is held by agents because it yields a valuable stream of pro- 



duction. A positve net worth means that agents value the underlying asset 
for its productive potential and not its ability to  augment consumption as 
security against a loan. 

In the second equilibrium 1 < r = R < O-', the borrowing constraint 
is binding i.e. bt+l = kOt and reserves are zero. Agents overaccumulate 
collaterd and investment in the other kinds of capital suffers. In the third 
equilibrium, the borrowing constraint is binding, interest rates are zero and 
reserves are typically positive. It is in the third equilibrium that we consider 
iniposing statutory reserves. This causes the econorny to shift to a new 
equilibrium and may increase welfare. 

Although agents take rt and Rt as given. we will analyze equilibria where 
both returns are endogenous. The rates of return will be determined by 
market clearing condition 

The term (1 - Ot)rnL is the amount of money which can be loaned after 
reserve requirements are fullfilied equation (2.8) is simply the condition of 
equilibrium in the capital market. 

3 Characterizing The Optimal Behaviour Of 
Individuals 

In equilibrium, money holdings rnt as well as both returns Rt and r, are 
determined endogenously. Hoivever, to solve for individual behaviour in the 
cornpetitive market, we take both rt and Rt as given. The structure of the 
choice problem is the same for both halves of the population because the 
investment cycle is common to both halves except for the difference in the 
timing of the stages. Consequently. we may focus on the first order conditions 
for agents who begin investing at even times. The first order conditions for 
the ot her half of the population are struct urally identical and will differ only 
in t ime subscript. Thus, the condit ions derived below characterize individual 
behaviour for the whole econorny. In forming the Lagrangean for the choice 
problern, we collapse (2.1) and (2.3) into a single constraint by solving for mt 
in (2.2) and substituting into (2.1). Thus? the Lagrangean associated with 
the choice probiem for each agent is 



Since the objective function is concave and the constraints convex? stan- 
dard dynamic programming theory implies that the choice problem has a 
unique solution. The solution to the individual choice problem is a sequence 
{ (clti ~ ? t + l '  kor. k i t ,  k2t+l: bt+i)}zo which solves the problem defined by (2.1)- 
(2.6) for given sequences {rt? t = 0: 1 . . .) and {Rt, t = 0.1 . . .). 

We refer to the vectors (cl,, c%+l: kat, kit, k2t+l? bt+1) that define a solution 
as so lu t io~  vectors- Given each of the variables in the solution sequence, we 
can determirie optima1 m o n -  holdings. so mt does not have to enter the 
soliit ion vector explicitly. 

Tlie first order conditions n-e derive are the necessary conditions to be 
satisfied by a solutiori. For notational convenience, we denote the partial 
derivative of the production function with respect to k*t. by Fi:, i = Or 1. The 
partial derivative of the production function with respect to k2t+l is denoted 
by F2,. Using the Kulm-Tiicker theorern the first order conditions for the 
individual choice problem are: 

- 1  B'F~~c& = ch (3.2) 

r t t r F 2 t  = Fit (3.3) 
-1 

Foc = Fit(1 - r,+l) + Rt+2 (3-4) 

bt+i = k~t and Fot 5 Fit (3.5~) or 

b t + ~  5 kat and Foc = Fit (3.56) 

Equat ions (3.1) and (1 -2) characterize the intertemporal pat h of consump 
tion. Equation (3.1) equates marginal rates of utility in consumption. By 
foregoing a small amount of consumption in period one and buying money, 
the agent Loses utility in period one and earns a return of rt+l on the incre- 
nienta1 money holdings. This amount is available for consumption in period 
two. Equation (3.1) means that agents have no incentive to shih consump 
tion between periods because the discounted utility in period two of so doing 



equals the instantaneous utility of consumption. The term &+lc& is the 
discounted utility associated with incremental saving in period one and the 
higher consumption achieved in period two. 

Equation (3.2) has a sirniliar interpretation. Agents can shift consump 
tion between periods t and t + 1. By lowering consurnption at time t and 
investing more in kit agents can produce more and enjoy higher consumption 
a t  time t + 2. In (3.2) agents are indifferent between consuming immediately 
and consuniing more a t  t + 2. The term , L 1 2 ~ 1 , ~ &  is the discounted utility 
of the extra consumption arising from incremental investnient in klt and CE' 

is instananeous utility of £ k t  period consumption. 
Equations (3.3) and (3.4) characterize the intertemporal allocation of cap- 

ital. Equation (3.3) states that agents are indifferent between using kit and 
saving in the form of money, then using the return to invest in k2tfl. The 
left hand side of (3.3) represents the incremental production received from 
shifting from kll to money and then to k2t+i. Equation (3.4) states that 
investors must be indifferent between using kOt or shifting some investment 
to one of the other capitals. The expression FI, (1 - r;&) + Rtc2 is the return 
that must be received from investing an incremental amount in k,, (which 
can be increased thanks to the larger collateral) and borrowing to  finance 
investment in ht+l. 

Equations (3.5) to (3.7) are the constraints associated with the Lagrange 
rnultipliers. In (3.5) we constrain borrowing to be less than or equal to 
collateral. In the case where borrowing equals collateral the agent is overac- 
cumulating. This is referred to  as  the borrowing constrained case because the 
constraint is binding and is described in (3.5a). The case (3.5b) is referred 
to as the borrowing unconstrained case because the constraint is not bind- 
ing. Condition (3.5) also states the associated conditions on the production 
function in the borrowing constrained and unconstrained cases. Equations 
(3 .6)  and (3.7) are the forward and backward recursions for wealth at time 
t respect ively. As already ment ioned, (3.6) cornes from collapsing (2.1) and 
(2.2) into a single constraint. Equation (3.7) expresses xt as  the net worth 
of the individual after Ioans have been repaid and the previous production 
cycle completed. 

Problems with time dependent value functions frequently do not have 
k~ion-n closed form solutions. To construct an equilibrium, it is convenient 
to employ the simplifying concept of a steady state. The existence of a 
steady state equilibrium makes the associated value funct ion time indepen- 
dent. Once = V Vt, the first order conditions become much simpler and 



admit closed form solutions for capital and consumption during the decision 
cj-cle. 

Definition 3.1: A solution to the choice problem is a steady state so- 
lution if each of the variables defining the solution vector is constant across 
time and if both returns are also constant over time. 

CIeariy money holdings and wealth are also constant across time under 
a steady state solution. Most of the analysis to follow will focus on steady 
state solutions and their properties. It is left to future research to determine 
transitional dynamics. In what foUows w-e drop time subscnpts because of 
the stationarity of variables in a steady state. 

3.1 Steady State Equilibrium 

Definition 3.2: An equilibrium of the economy defined by (2.1)-(2.8) is 
a sequence {(cl,, c?,,~, kat, ILI,, l&,+l, O,, b,,i. r,. R,, ). t = 0: 1 . .  .) which solves 
the individual choice probleni for {r,, t = 0.1 . . .) and {Rl, t = 0: 1 . . .) and 
which satisfies the capital market clearing condition as well as the zero prof- 
itability condit ion for commercial banks. 

The individual vectors of an equilibrium will be called equilibriurn vectors. 
The difference between equilibrium for the econorny and a solution for the 
choice problem is that r t ,  Rt and become endogenous. If statutory reserve 
requirements are being modelled and they are binding, 8, is equal to the 
reqiiired reserves coefficient. However, it is still endogenous whet her t be 
reserve requirements are binding or not- 

To find an equilibrium, we must fhd {(r,, Rt , O,) ,  t = 0 , l .  . . ) such that 
the associated solution to the choice problem also satisfies (2.7) and (3.8). 
Generally, this is not analytically tractable and a simplifing technique is 
necessary Once again: we invoke the notion of stationarity. 

Definition 3.3: A steady state equilibrium is an equilibrium of the econ- 
only where al1 the variables in the equilibrium vector are constant across time. 

The rest of the paper will focus on steady state equilibria. Each of the 
three possible equilibria discussed in section 2.1 is a steady state equilib- 
rium and each one will be analyzed in a separate section. In a steady state 
equilibrium p = 1. 

Market clearing in the steady state still requires that the fraction of money 
not placed on deposit with the central bank equal the desired borrowing. As 



discussed above, the differences in timing of the investment cycle across the 
population implies that the money market always clears. Agents wit hout 
oiitpiit at time t always have the incentive to sel1 money to the agents with 
output for othemise they cannot consume. Likewise, agents with output 
n-illingly acquire money to finance consumption at  time t + 1 when they have 
no output. Deposits not held as reserves are a\-ailable to loan to the agents 
\vit hout output. This yields the market clearing condit ion 

Fronl (2.7) r and R- the steady state returns. are related by r = t9 + (1 - 
0 ) R .  

4 Equilibrium Without Binding Borrowing 
Constraints 

Consider the case wit hout binding borrowing constraints and wit hout 
stat utory reserves. For convenience we denote the stationary production 
fiinction F ( b .  kl. ka)  by F and the derivative with respect to ki by Fi- When 
b 5 ko the first order conditions become 

Fa = FI = p-' (4.2) 

r R  = O-2 (4.3) 

F = k1 (4.4) 

,&a2 F = k2 (4 .5 )  

02croF = ko (4 .6 )  

This iniplies tliat r = R = O-' > 1. Let a* = 1 - cro - ai - a? and A' = 
(;2a0' aï ' ) S. Tlien algebraic manipulation of the f is t  order condit ions 
yields closed form expressions for production, capital and consumption. 



Equilibrium in the loan market requires that nz = b. From (2.2)  this means 
t hat :3(c? + - 6 )  = b; hence b = O( 1 +,O)-' (c2 + b). Finallj: for existence of 
tliis type of equiiibrium we need b 5 ko. Substitution from (4.7) and (4.11) 
yields 

In (4-12) we may isolate cro on one side of the inequality to yield the necessary 
condition for the equilibrium to e'ust: 

5 Equilibrium With Binding Borrowing 
Constraints And No Statutory Reserves 

Consider the case with binding borrowing constraints and when al1 re- 
serves are voluntary. There are twa possibilities: either r = R > I or 
r = R = 1. In the k t  instance, banks do not hold reserves because the 
interest rates are positive. In the second case voluntary reserves can exist 
and they are detemined endogenously. 

As in the last section the model yields closed form solutions. Equations 
(5.1)-(5.7) apply when r = R > 1 as well as when r = R = 1. 



Although the k t  order conditions are the same in both cases, the equi- 
libria differ in t heir money market equilibrium equat ions. DifFerences also 
emerge in the necessary conditions for the equilibria to exist. Let us examine 
the  differences in more detail. 

li?ien r = R > 1 we must have r < ,O-'. To see this observe t hat if r = 
R = fi-' substitution from (3.2) into (3.3) yields F2 = O-'. Substitution back 
itito (3.3) yields FI = 1. Equations (3.4) and (3.5) irnply 1 1 (1 - 0)  + O-' 
or that 1 - 9 5 1 - ,&'. Since 0 < I this is a contradiction. Hence. the 
equilibrium interest rate must change between the borrowing constrained and 
borrowing unconstrained equilibria. 

As mentioned above, when r = R > 1 there can be no reserves i-e. 8 = 0. 
The money market equilibrium condition implies m = b = ko. To derive 
a necessary condition for the existence of the equilibrium, use the equatiol~ 
m = b = and substitute it into (5.7). The resulting condition in (5.8) is 
derived in the appendix 

Kow consider the case of .r = R = 1 and 0 3 O. When r = R = 1 
and 8 2 O the first order conditions (5.1)-(5.7) can be simplified, but  the 
principle interests are in finding a convenient expresssion for 8 and a necessary 
condition for the equilibrium. In this case the interest rate is zero so banks 
niay elect to hold reserves. Reserves are determined endogenously and are 
given by the money market equilibrium which is (1 - 8)m = b = I L g .  Thus, 
after substitution from the first order conditions we have 

For the equilibrium to exist, we must have 8 E [O, 11 and m > O .  These 
restrictions yield two necessary conditions for the equilibrium with r = R = 1 
to exist; they are presented in (5- 10) a ~ d  (5.11). The derivations again rest 
on substitution from the first order conditions (5.1)-(5.7). 



The fîrst condition arises from the restriction 8 E [O1 11. Clearly. we must 
have 8 2 O? implying ko/c2 + k2 - ko 5 1 or after substitution from the first 
order condit ions. 

This can be simplified to 

The condition t hat rn > O is always satisfied. It implies 

Clearly (5.12) is satisfied whenever (5.10) is satisfied. 
Having discussed the equilibria we noiv address the question of which 

equilibria will occur for difFerent parameter values. The answer is provided 
i n  Theorem 5.1 the proof of which is deferred to the appendix 

Theorem 5.1: Suppose that statutory resert-es are zero and E (0.5.1). 
Then there exist a pair of nunibers a;, û k  determined by (5.11) and (4.13) 
respectively, with a; > ai siich that 

1) if a0 then 7 - =  R =  1 and 8 2 O. 
2) if a0 E (as, ah) then O-' > R = r > 1 and 0 = 0. 
3) if a0 2 crh then r = R = ,B-' and 0 = 0. 

The theorem states that when û.0 > ab the borrowïng unconstrained 
equilibriurn results. When a0 5 a; the borrowing constrained equilibrium 
with zero interest rates and nonnegative reserves occurs. For a0 between 
the two bounds the borrowing constrained equilibrium with positive interest 
rates and zero resewes results. 

The occurrence of a particular equilibrum depends on the productivity 
of collateral. If a0 is large, collateral is very productive and agents have a 
strong incentive t o  accumulate it. A high value for CQ will be associated 
with a high level of collateral. In this instance, the abundance of collateral 
is not inefficient because the collateral is held for its productive potential. 
When a0 is small collateral is not very productive. For cuo sufficiently small 
agents overaccumdate collateral because they want to increâse borrowing. In 
general? ko d l  be higher than in the equilibrium which would occur without 



the capital market imperfection. For an intermediate range of cro there will 
also be overaccumulation but the interest rate will be positive. 

6 Imposing Stat utory Reserves and Welfare 
This sectiou addresses the critical question of whether increases in the re- 
serve ratio can improve welfare when the borrowing constraint is binding. 
The analysis focusses on the imposition of a slightly binding reserve require- 
ment around the equilibrium with r = R = 1. Once again. the analysis 
concentrates on steady state solutions and the welfare cornparisons we nmke 
are betn-een steady state equilibria. In other words, we examine how welfare 
changes when the imposition of statutory reserves shifts the economy from a 
steady state wit hout statutory reserves to another steady state with positive 
stat utory reserves. 

Let us review some saiient features of the model. Before turning to this 
discussion, recall the zero profit and money market clearing condit ions. 

( 1  - 8 ) m  - b = O (6.2) 

We break the set of equations determining equilibrium into two g o  
The first group consists of equations (5.1)-(5.7).  These equations determine 
(ci : c2, lq,, kl , b, n, b, F). Ail of these variables determined by (5.1)-(5.7) are 
implicit functions of (r: R) .  The second group consists of equations (6.1)- 
(6.2). When reserve requirements are not binding it determines r = R and 
8. When reserve requirements are binding it determines r and R. 

As mentioned above, al1 the variables defined by (5.1)-(5.7) can be treated 
<as functions of (r ,  R ) :  a t  least in a small neighbourhood of a given equilibrium. 
In turn, both the r and R which occur in equilibrium are implicit functions 
of statutory reserves. Denote by m,: m~ the partial derikatives of m with 
respect to r and R and b,, bR the partial derivatives of borrowing with respect 
to r a n d  R. 

The reserve ratio 8 is defined by (5.9). We will focus on an increase in 
statutory reserves from zero to a s m d  positive quantity about the equilib- 
riuni when R = r = 1 .  When statutory reserves are imposed, the banks 
still make a choice over what voluntary reserves to hold above the statutory 
iiiinimum. The imposition of statutory reserves has the effect of raising the 
eqiiilihrium reserve ratio because rve assume that if banks voluntarily hold 



Bo the government forces t hem to  hold 8' > 80. The reserves observed in the 
new equilibrium, 0' must satisfS' O* 2 0'. 

By applying the implicit function theorem to the system (6.1)-(6.2) we 
solve for variations in the equilibrium returns as statutory reserves change. 
Froni the preceeding discussion, this follows because imposing statutory re- 
serves really amounts to an increase in the equilibrium fi. It is important 
to ernphasize that the implicit function theorem is being applied in the 
neighbourhood of a particular equilibrim. As O varies we assume that a 
sniooth change in equilibria takes place. at least in a small neighbourhood 
of a given equiiibrium. This means that if the equilibrium reserve ratio is O0 
for r = R = 1, small variations in resenres around O. still produce borrow- 
ing constrained equilibria. Moreover: the equilibrium returns are assumed to 
be a smooth function of 8 in this neighbourhood. In such an instance it is 
possible to use the irnplicit function tkeorem to solve for the change in the 
eqriilibrium returns r and R. 

i t  will become clear that changes in welfare depend on the parameters, 
linear combinations of m,, m ~ .  b,, bR and the derivatives of the returns with 
respect to reserves. Thus. we must begin by h d i n g  tractable expressions 
for t hese derivatives, particularly the derivat ives wit h respect to reserves. 
To this end we will now apply the implicit function theorem to the system 
arising from zero profitability by banks and money market clearing. 

Theorem 6.1: Let 6 = ( 1  - O)mR - bR + (1 - 8) [(l - O)m, - b,]. Then 
irnplicit differentiat ion yields 

dR Theorem 6.2: At r = R = 1: $ = (1 - O ) = ;  moreover $ > O. Thus, 
provided tliey are continuous, both derivatives and must have the same 
sign in a neighbourhood of the borrowing constrained equilibrium. 

Proof of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2: Clearly? by proving 6.1 we prove 6.2; 
thus let us establish 6.1. 

An application of Cramer's r d e  yields the derivat ives (6.3) aiid (6.4). The 
sign of the derivatives at  r = R = 1 clearly depends on the sign of 6. We 
denionstrate the procedure for signing (1 - O)m, - 6, becairse the procedure 



for (1 - 8)mR - bR is similar. These arguments wiil imply that 6 > O and 
consequently = (1 - O)% > O at r = R = 1. 

To s i s  (1 - O)mr - br first observe that (5.7) implies rn, = sr- '  (c2 + k2 - 
d h) = d; (oc1 + Ck2/Ckl k1 - r-'k0). After algebraic manipulation this becomes 

d 1 
Likeniise. (5 .2)  yields 6, = (ko/  F )  ~ , + a ~ / 3 *  F- implying 

d r  RB2 + 1 - T - l '  

1Iarket equilibrium eliminates the first term on the right hand side because 
(1 - 8)m = ko. The derivative on the right hand side is negative. Hence. 
(1 - 8)m,  - b, > 0. 

Similar reasoning shows that at r = R = 1, (1 - 8)mR - bR > O .  To see 
this differnetiate nt and b with respect to  R. After algebraic manipulation 
we have 

The market clearing condition (1  - O)m = ko again eliminates one term on 
the right hand side. At R = r = 1 the remaining term becomes aoF.3' > 0. 
y.e.d. 

Before turning to the welfare effects of changes in 8,  consider the effects 
of changes in 0 on the consumption ratio and the ratios of the different kinds 
of capital. This list of positive changes might be considered of interest in its 
on-n right. However, the principle motilation for examining positive changes 
is to provide supporting analysis for the changes in wlfare. As before. the 
first order conditions have been used to find simplified expressions for the 
variables under study. 

The reason th3t the derivative is positive is that agents hold money in part 
to finance investrnent in b. When the interest rate rises it becomes easier 
for agents to finance investment in k2 for any level of money holding. Thus, 



interest rate increases make k2 relatively less expensive and this relative price 
change induces higher holdings of ka. 

It is also true that k2/kl is low by cornparison with the efficient equilib- 
riurn. Of course the reason for this is that agents have overallocated resources 
to investing in ko. Once investment in ko faus, relatively more investment 
flows into k2 than before. The typical problem in the mode1 is that k2 is small 
relative to its efficient quantity and that is large relative to its efficient 
qiiantity. Thus, (6.5) suggests that & moves in the right direction for an 
increase in welfare to occiir. 

The effect is clearly negative because as interest rates increase there is less 
incentive to borrow in penod two. Lotver borrowing will be reflected in 
reduced coliateral. Again, the effect on ko is what we would expect 
increased as interest rates rose because must f d  relative to 
nlow toward a more efficient equilibrium. As the overinvestment is 
agents ixivest relatively more in kl. Finally, 

if welfare 
k1 as UV€? 

correct ed 

The effect is again positive because higher interest rates increase the ability 
of agents to finance - for any level of money holding. Higher interest rates 
make C? relatively Iess expensive and c2/c l  increases. 

The evidence on adjustment of captial and consumption suggests that 
increases in 0 shift the economy to a more desirable state. The suggestion is 
indeed strong that welfare should improve as increases in 8 eliminate wasteful 
borrowing. The ne.xt step is to formalize the problem. Since al1 variables are 
stationary, the value function &+2 can be dropped from (2.6) and the measure 
of welfare is determined by cl and c2. Thus, welfare is proportional to 

Since, $r  > O welfare will be unarnbiguously improved if increases in û 
d increase ci and that is clearly the case when ,cl > O. Thus, the key to 

analyzing welfare changes is to  calcuate -$cl. Denote by Fo the derivative of 
d F witli respect to 8. Denote z r  by re and $ R  by &. 



Then at r = R = 1, (6.9) simplifies to  

Clearly $cl > O if Fe 2 O. The monotone increasing property of log(x) 
iniplies that if log(F(0)) is increasing in 8, then F(0) must also be increasing 
in 8. This will guarantee that Fe 2 O. The condition Fe 2 O in no way con- 
tradicts the necessary conditions for existence of the borrowing constrained 
equilibrium wi t h reserves. 

Tlius, al1 that is necessary for Fe 2 O is (a2 - aoB2)(i  - 0) - a0 2 O .  Since 
1 - 0 is determined by (5.9), this condition simplifies to 

Mence, when (6.13) is satisfied c1F0/F 3 O in (6.10) and welfare increases 
with 0. Since t his is strictly positive, welfare unambiguously iinproves. Thus, 
the conventional assertion that reserve requirements are a tax with negative 
consequences is not necessarily correct. Here, we mention the special case of 
Fo = O. m e n  Fe = O the economy shifts Erom one steady state to another as 
0 varies. If Fe = O the change in welfare is determined entirely by the sign of 
1.0. Clearly. when FO = O there is no new production arising Bom imposing 
statutory reserves and al1 wefare gains corne from correcting the allocative 
inefficiencies associated with a given level of production. 

Inspection of (6.10) and (6.12) reveals that welfare could improve even if 
the econorny does not shik between steady States. Suppose for instance that a 
borrowing constrained equilibrium existed for r = R = 1 and some parameter 
values with an endogenously determined 8. From (6.12) it is possible that 
the choice of parameters and the resulting 0 could make Fe 2 O. A numerical 
esample for which Fe > O in the absence of required reserves when r = R = L 



is !3 = 0.95: cro = .166.194.al = 0.4 and û 2  = 0.4. Using (5.9) this yields 
8 = .34324. 

Perhaps of greater value is the result on the equilibrium interest rates. 
Partial equilibriurn analysis suggests that when statutory reserves are im- 
posed the rate of return on money should fail. This follows because the cost 
of maintaining the reserves is similar to a tax on real balances. Conventional 
\visdom suggests that lending rates should rise because a smaller fraction of 
deposits is available for lending. Clearly, the results from our general equilib- 
riiim mode1 are counter-intuitive because around one equilibrium bot h rates 
rise. The derivations of these results found above rested heavily on the bind- 
irig nature of the borrowing constraint. This result suggests that Ive must be 
carefiil in applying partial eqtiilibrium results to the real economy 

Conclusion 
The equilibria considered in the model have investigated the cases where 
borrowing is both constrained and unconstrained by collateral. The uncon- 
strained equilibrium is clearly efficient because agents invest in collateral for 
its productive capacity, not to increase future consumption. When borrow- 
ing is constrained agents are accumulating too much collateral. Our work 
siiggests t hat parameter values exist which guarantee t hat overinvestment in 
collater al capital will be an equilibriunl. 

Constrained equilibria generate two interesting cases. In one case there 
are no voluntary reserves. In the other equilibrium there are voluntary re- 
serves. Both the borrowing rate and the return on money rose in response to 
the imposition of statutory reserves. It is in this equilibrium that imposing a 
small resen7e requirement may increase welfare. By reducing the funds avail- 
able for loans interest rates rise and decrease the excessive accumulation of 
collateral. It may still be the case that welfare will improve as interest rates 
rise when both interest rates are positive but small. however the equations 
involved are more complex and this case is left for future research. 

The ultimate source of all these results is the assumption that agents 
require collateral to borrow. This is a realistic feature of the model and o u  
results suggest t hat many convent ional views about reserve requirements and 
interest rate dynamics may require closer examination when capital markets 
are imperfect. There are undoubtedly other conventional views which might 
be questioned in the contex3 of our model. Future research rnight address 



the impact of government spending and money creation in the mode1 to  
determine whet her statutory reserve increases can still be weifare enhancing. 

8 Appendix 

Derivation of (5.8): m = r-'(c2 + 4 - ko = b) * c2 + k2 = (1 + r ) h .  
Substitution and dividing by r yields 

Sow r > 1 =+ r202 + r - 1 < r'P2 t r2. SO the right band side is greater than 
2aoB2/r'(,02 + 1) > 2o4ao / (P2  + 1 )  because r-2 > 0'. The left hand side is 
iess t hat ,O(O + 1)-' [l - @(a2 + a l ) ]  + a2S2.  E.xpand this to  yield (5.8). 

Proof of Theorem 5.1: There exists r E (1: O-') such that 

Hence a.0 satisfies 

dr This equation determines r implicitly. As long as L3 2 0.5 we have > 0. 
Tlius when a* 2 a; we have r = 4-1 by the analysis in section 4. When 
oo 5 a; we must have r = 1 and such an a; must exist by the analysis in 
section 5. Thus. for a; < < ab we must have 1 < r < O-'. q-e-d. 
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Abstract 

This paper examines the issue of whether a smali random devi- 
ation from a non-random policy process wiil destabilize the equilib- 
rium exchange rate in a rational expectations economy The random 
deviations represent the erratic actions of government which are un- 
observable by agents until they occur. The degree of randomness is 
indexed by a parameter E E [O, 11. with higher values of E associateci 
with greater random shocks. As E changes, the structure of policy 
changes in a nonlinear way. The random equilibrium exchange rate, 
zf converges to the deterministic rate, zl, as E + O. If agents are 
approximately rational, large deviations between zg and zt for small E. 

are possible. 

1 Introduction 

An issue of central importance in economics is whether or not the variables 
under study are deterministic or random. We would not think of classify- 
iiig schoois of economic thought into a camp which deveioped deterministic 
models and another which used stochastic analysis. Honiever, researchers do 
frequently favour deterministic over random structures or vice-versa. Thus, 
while we would not tlink of a deterministic versus random dichotomy in 
economics, one does in fact exist. For examples of these tw-O approaches 
see Llatsuyama (1991) and Detemple and Zapareto (1991). The assumption 
of wliether or not the environment in which agents operate is random does 
affect the equilibrium. It is of interest to compare random equilibria that 
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arise as perturbations of a deterministic equilibrium to detennine if the two 
approaches are compatible. 

In this paper, the exchange rates and the policy equations that determine 
tliem, are highiy nonlinear in a parameter that governs the intensity of the 
random shock. It is known that random systems witb nonlinearities are ca- 
pable of producing large fluctuations e.g. Lim and Martin (1996). Arnold, 
BIeckert and Schenk-Hoppé (1999) demonstrate that substantial differences 
can exist between stochastic versions of deterministic systems and the de- 
terriiinist ic systems t hemselves. Kwiecinska ( 1999) shows t hat an unst able 
deterministic system can be made stable when subjected to random shocks. 
CompIes random shocks can have a wide range of effects. Thus, when model- 
ing economic phenornena with complex random s h o c b  we cannot be certain 
whetlier small random perturbations cause radical changes in equilibria or 
whether there is a measure of central tendency. However, this question has 
received virtuaiiy no attention in economics. 

Based on the work of Flood and Garber (1983), this paper examines the 
issue of whether random equilibrium exchange rates can be approiamated 
by a deterministic exchange rate. Policy rules are modeled as non-random 
functions and lead to a non-random exchange rate; randomness cornes from 
erratic action and yields a random exchange rate. The degree of randomness 
is indesed by a parameter e E [O' 11' with higher values of c associated with 
greater random shocks. We show that in an infinite horizon economy the 
riindom equilibrium exchange rate x: converges almost everywhere to the 
deterministic exchange rate zt,  as E -, O for d t. SO for small random 
shocks ive may approximate the random equilibrium by the deterministic 
equilibrium at a given instant. For finite horizon economies, we establish 
tliat lirnEdo P ( s u ~ , , [ , , ~  lx; - zt 1 > 6 )  = O V6 > O and detennine precise 
bounds on the rate of convergence. We also establish the considerably more 
difficult result that limCdo rnax,,pq lx: - r, 1 = O almost everywhere. 

The equilibrium exchange rate is a forward-looking expression typical of 
rational expectations models. For general references on rational expectations 
equilibria see Sargent (1987) and Pentecost (1993). The exchange rate is an 
integral of discounted expected future policies. Exactly the same expression 
\vould arise if forward-looking agents were pricing a stock and they were 
required to form expectations about future dividends. Thus, the st ability 
results presented here have applicability to more general asset pricing models. 
Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) proved that small stochastic perturbations of 
an ordinary different ial equation were close approximations to the original 



det erniinist ic equat ion. Our t heorems extend the fieidlin- Went zell results to 
rational expectation asset pricing equations. This exercise requires methods 
different from theirs and extends t heir original results. 

Al1 the convergence results rely on the assumption that agents have ratio- 
na1 expectations i.e. they forecast using the conditional expectation operator 
of probability theory. Rational expectations can be interpreted as a forecast 
of the fundamentals. Evidence exists to support the hypothesis that short 
term traders called noise traders also participate in the market and that their 
actions have significant effects, see Allen and Taylor (1990) and Summers 
( 1986). To capture the tendency to focus on short term horizons nie define a 
new for ni of expectation, quasi-rat ional expect ation, which is nevert heless si- 
miliar to rational expectation. Quasi-rational agents use a weighted average 
of short term and long term predictors to forecast policy. If quasi-rational 
agents are present in the random environment convergence does not neces- 
sarily hold: small random shocks could drive a significant wedge between the 
deterministic and random worlds. The source of discontinuity in our model is 
a change in forcasting mechanism; difFerent expectations determine whether 
small fluxes in the perturbation parameter create large price fluxes. 

\Ve brieflÿ consider Iiterature related to the Flood-Garber mode1 both 
as background information and to illustrate that our stability analysis is a 
new issue. The monetary model of the eschange rate which we estend \vas 
introduced by Flood and Garber in a completely different context. They 
were interested in the equilibrium exchange rate when agents expect a policy 
change at some random time. In particular, Flood and Garber analyzed the 
case where the exchange rate would be pegged once the domestic and for- 
eign money supplies reached a threshold level. Tbey failed to iind a closed 
forrn solution for the equilibrium rate. The problem was taken up and sotved 
independently by Froot and Obstfeld (1991) as well as Smith (1991). The 
Flood and Garber exchange rate model has been the object of enduring in- 
terest. Ikeda and Shibata (1995) analyze the model with rational speculative 
bubbles. Sutherland (1995) extends the work on policy switches to the case 
where the change is dependent on income. So the structure introduced by 
Flood and Garber has been quite versatile in the literature. 

This brings us to another issue of central importance, namely how we 
biiild random structures into our models. In this paper, we introduce ran- 
domness into the policy variables determined by governrnent. Randomness 
arises as a result of erratic government action. Governrnents which follow 
rules have policies described by ordinary differential equations. The random 



erratic actions of government result in random perturbations from this deter- 
ministic system; the policy process becomes a stochastic differential equation. 
In this framework? comparing deterrninistic and random equiiibria is possi- 
ble. It is frequently harder to analyze the sample path properties of random 
processes than the trajectories of deterministic systenis. This is the reason 
t hat we model rules by deterministic equations. The determinist ic structure 
should make the environment more predictable for agents. 

Although it has been acknowledged by researchers such as Brock- Hsieh 
and LeBaron (1991) that we must distinguish hetween random and deter- 
ministic dynamics, there appears to be no formal treatment of the subject in 
the theoretical literature. The BDS test statistic discussed in Brock, Hsieh 
and LeBaron (1991). is designed to distinguish between random and chaotic 
motion in data sets. However, there does not appear to be any systenlatic 
t heoret icd  investigation int O comparing random and det erminist ic equilibria. 

While this is a highly mathematical paper, the motivation is eminently 
pract icaI. Suppose that foreign exchange traders believed that the structure 
of the equilibrium price from Flood and Garber's mode1 was correct. But s u p  
pose they did not know how much randomness affected policy. There would 
be a distribution of values for E, the degree of randomness, in the population 
of traders. If Flood and Garber's model was unstable, then s m d  dXerences 
in views over the true value of E could lead to large bid-ask spreads in the 
market and do t  of illiquidity as different traders used the same structure 
of equation, but different policy processes. to  price the currency. However, 
because the model is stable. we know that smdl  differences in beliefs will not 
create large bid-ask spreads. From a practical standpoint this is important 
because we could computer simulate the exchange rate from Flood and Gar- 
ber's model. It is essential t hat real world traders know the properties of the 
equations they use. Agents who act as though the world was deterministic 
when it was actually random could go bankrupt. An argument similar to 
tliis one has been made by researchers modelling financial volatility. Engle 
and Ng (1993) discuss the importance of accurate estimates of the condi- 
tional variance of stock prices. Estimates of the conditional variance enter 
the pricing formula for options; inaccurate estimates lead to mispricing and 
the potential for enormous losses. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the model. Sections 
3 and 4 present the matheniatical results for the infinite and finite horizon 
economies. Section 5 introduces quasi-rationality. Section 6 analyzes ex- 
change rate approximation when the government maintains a target zone. 



Section 7 concludes. The appendix presents longer proofs. 

2 Exchange Rates In Infinite Horizon 
Economies 

In this section, we adapt the model of Flood and Garber (1983). The 
Flood-Garber model is a rnonetary model of the exchange rate. meaning that 
t lie nionetax-y conditiors rat her t han trade flows determine the exchange rate. 
AU variables evolve in continuous time. We will compare the cases when the 
variables are random and deterministic. In our model, randorn policies lead 
to  random exchange rates and deterministic policies lead to deterministic 
escliange rates. 

The equilibrium exchange rate is the domestic price of foreign currency 
and its logarithm is denoted by x,. E(xi IFt) is the expected percentage 
change in the exchange rate conditional on the time t information set .TL. 
Logarithms of domestic income, prices and the money supply are denoted by 
y,, p, and m t ;  v: is a domestic money market shock. Foreign counterparts 

f f  of these variables are denoted by y, , p t  , mi; v: is a foreign money market 
shock. Escept in the discussion of the economic structure of the model, we 
will not d is t ino~sh between any one of the variables and its logarithm e-g. 
we refer to xt as the exchange rate. 

It is possible that v: , v: will be equal to O Vt.  In such a case, as the fol- 
lowing equations suggest , deterministic evolutions for domestic and foreign 
prices, interest rates and incornes, will result in a deterministic exchange 
rate. However, v:: u: may be non-zero implying that the economy and es- 
clicuige rate are random. The economic variables are related by the following 
equat ions: 

We assume that al, ,O1, u 2 ,  & > O and that û 3  = ,& for simplicity- 



Equations (1) and (2) are equilibriurn conditions in the domestic and 
foreign money markets. They equate the supply of real balances to de- 
mand. To see how this arises, we treat the domestic and foreign mouey 
markets as being structurally identical. In other words, the two economies 
have the same structure of money demand function although the parameters 
between the economies may m e r .  Thus, we need only to derive equation 
(1). In the derivat ion we let LCI, Pt, Y,, It be the money supply, price level, 
real income and nominal intcrest rate at time t. That is, rn, = log(Mt), 
p, = Iog(Pt) etc. We assume the domestic money demand function is given 
by d0~ ' I ;* '  exp(v:) where do > O. In equilibrium, money demand must 
equal the real money supply: 

Equation (1) follows by taking logarithrns and setting a0 = log(&). 
Equation (3) is a statement of purchasing power parity. The assurnption 

of purchasing power parity is valid when markets are well integrated. Markets 
must be integrated enough to  dlow the free flow of goods and services across 
international boundaries. 

Equation (4) is the interest parity condition. It  holds when capital is 
perfectly mobile with risk neutral agents who know that domestic and foreign 
assets are perfect substitutes. Interest parity means that the exchange rate 
change expected by the market equals the ciifference in the domestic and 
foreign interest rates. Consider the case where domestic and foreign assets 
are perfect substitutes and where investors in both countries are risk neutral. 
By definition, investors from either country must be indifferent to holding 
assets in one country or another given equal rates of return. However, if each 
asset pays a stream of returns in the currency of the country in which it is 
issued, retiuns must fluctuate with the exchange rate. Therefore, interest 
parity is the equilibrium condition that balances returns once exchange rate 
changes are considered. 

Assumption 2.1: We talce as given a probability space (Q, 3, P) and 
a collection of a-algebras C = {Ft, t E R,). Each IF, is a O-algebra and 
Vs < t ,  FS c .Fe c 3. Whenever a variable in the mode1 is random we 
assume that it is defined on 0 and is F-measurable. 

Assumption 2.2: The expected change in the exchange rate E(x; IFt) 
is the conditional expectation of xi given Ft i-e. agents have rational expec- 
tations. 



The collection C is a mathematical representation of the flow of informa- 
tion over time. Under rational expectations. the a-algebra & will be the 
t ime t information set. Represent ing the information available for decision- 
making at time t by a o-algebra is quite natural. For example, Fe might 
contain past realizations of the interest rate Le. sets of the form iy l (A)  
{Y : z,(w) E A) s < t. Also, whenever a condition holds almost everya-here 
we mean that it is true escept possibly on a set of P measure O .  

To solve the model, remange equations I to 4 to yield 

Define the policy process (kt ) by kt = me - mi + 00 - a* +BI y{ - a 1 yt + v: - v: 
Then the eschange rate satisfies xt = k,+a2E(<I.Ft). Although domestic and 
foreign income both appear in the equation for the government policy process 
( k t ) ,  their behaviour over time is not deterrnined entirely by governments. 
However, governments may influence them via monetaxy and fiscal decisions. 
Thus. we pcrsist in interpreting ( k t )  as a policy process which includes the 
policies of both the domestic and foreign governments. 

The equilibrium eschange rate is derived from standard techniques for 
solving rational expectations models, although as Froot and Obstfeld (1991 
p. 242) point 
espectations. 

out, the exchange rate expression hoIds for any structure of 

OC t - s  
ze = a -  exp(-)E(rlt,(E) ds (2.1) 

a 

Sow' we consider the policy process. We denote Our policÿ process by 
j 6 )  .* By assumption (k:) wiU satisfy the following stochastic equation, 

w-here c E [O, 11 and 1 is the initial condition. For E > O we denote the 
equilibrium exchange rate at time t by 2:. 

Definition 2.1: With E > O we refer to the continuous, adapted pro- 
cess (kt) satisfying (2.2) as the solution of a randomly perturbed dynarnical 

'Flood and Garber originaiiy argued that before peggïng the freely ffoating exchange 
rate could he represented by a Brownian Motion with drift : kt = qt +O Wt . Our e-utension 
begins with a poLicy process which is a random perturbation of a deterministic system. 



system (RPDS). Equivalently, n-e refer to (kt) as the randomly perturbed 
dyriarnical systemS3 

For E = O we denote the poiicy process by (kt). In this case the policy 
process is simply the solution to the o r d i n w  differential equation dkt = 
b( t .  kt)dt  with initial condition ko = 1 and it is deterministic. The term 
E measures the degree of perturbation, ie: the strength of random forces 
operat ing on an ot henvise deterrninist ic system. As we have seen, the solut ion 
for 6 = O is a deterministic dynamical system. The reason we cal1 (k:) a 
randomly perturbeci system is that it is a random deviation from ( k t ) .  As E 

changes so too ni11 (k,') and probably in a nonlinear way on a path-by-path 
basis. RPDS make policies and exchange rates sensiti~ve to different Ievels of 
erratic government behaviour. Agents cannot observe ka until it has occurred; 
however they estimate it with al1 available information via E(k:IFt), s > t .  

The econornic structure of the Flood-Garber mode1 is iinear. Nonlinearity 
is introduced by the assumption of nonlinear process k:. Although Ito's 
integral is linear on a space of functions the sample paths are nonlinear in 
time. Moreover, changes in E w2l create nonlinear flucuations in the sample 
trajectories of k:. With this in mind let us examine the equilibrium rate in 
more detail. 

The formula for the equilibrium exchange rate is valid for any policy 
process. In particular, it must hold if (A7,) is deterministic. Such a situation 
arises when there is perfect certainty. For E = O we define the equilibrium 
escliange rate a t  time t as z,. The deterministic function (4, t E &) must 
satisfy 

wliere v, = a-' Jtw e x p ( 3 )  ds = 1. We make this calculation by substituting 
the solut ion for the ordinary differential equat ion kt = 1 + Ji b ( s ,  k,) ds into 
the formula for the equili brium exchange rate. 

Under (kf ), E > O the exchange rate becomes 

"DS have been studied extensively in the probability literature. See Freidlin and 
\Ventzell ( 198.1). 



Equation (2.4) would also arise if was the process for dividends and ra- 
tional agents were pricing a stock, see Summers (1986). This follows because 
for any dividend process the stock will be priced according to (2.1). The equa- 
tions that mise in rational expectations equilibria have not been analyzed in 
the probability literature. On the other hand, aithough economists have 
widely employed rational expectations, they have not systematicdy studied 
the propert ies of the equations t hat define rational expectations equilibria. 

2.1 Relations To The Probability Literature 
This section discusses a variety of technical issues related to the conver- 

gence results. Throughout, we assume that b and O satisfy 1 b( t2  u )  - b( t ,  Y) l2 + 
I < T ( ~ '  U) - ~ ( t :  y)(2 5 Klu - and Ib(t, u)I2 + lo(t, u)12 5 Iclu12- 

Simple inspection cannot give bounds on quantities such as supt,p.q lx; - 
zt 1. Xeither is simple inspection suficient to determine whether the two 
quantities in (2.4) differ sibonificantly. This is because the conditional expec- 
tations operator enters the rightmost integral as well as the presence of 1C.C 
and ( I ; : )  in the leftmost integral. Standard probabilty theory shows that if 
f,: n = 1, 2 . .  . . is a sequence of functions with f, -+ f and 1  f n l  < g where g 
is integrable t hen E( f, I Q )  - E( f I Q )  a.e. The set of probabilty one on which 
convergence holds depends on the sequence f,. It is not generally true that 
if fE - f as E + O and 1 f,l 5 g ther E(fclÇ) -+ E(fIÇ) a.e. Using this fact 
in (2.4), even if -+ k. a.e. we could not guarantee that E(k:IFt) -t k, a-e. 
as E -+ 0. 

F'reidlin and Wentzell (1984) show that k,' converges in probability to kt 
as E -+ O i-e. P((k:  - 4 ( > 6 )  = O Y6 > O. But this does not irnply 
that  lim,-a k: = kt a.e. Thus, the Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) results on the 
stability of k: do not give us a starting point for proving stability of xi. We 
need martingale theory, Kolmogorov7s theorem on continuous processes. (see 
R é v u  and Yor (1991)), and the concentration on countable sets assumption 
int roduced below, to derive our convergence t heorems. 

In classical probabilty, see Ash (1972), if A,, n = 1,2, . . . is a sequence of 
sets such that A, E F Vn then nr=i A, E 3. Moreover, if P(A.) = 1 Vn 
then P(nF=, A,) = 1. To generalize classical theorems about the convergence 
of conditional expectation which will establish stability of xt, we need to 
extend tliis kind of reasoning if we have sets A,, s E [t, m). 

Definition of Concentration on Countable Sets: A probability rnea- 
sure on 3 is concentm ted on countable sets (CCS) if for any interval I c R 



and any class of sets {Ai, i E I )  c 3 such that P ( A i )  = 1 Vi implies 
ni,, Ai E F and that P(nur Ai) = 1- 

Assumption 2.3: The probability space ( 0 ,  F, P) satisfies the CCS con- 
dition. 

It should be noted that previous researchers such as Flood and Garber 
(1983). Froot and Obstfeld (1991): and Smith (1991). in calculating the ex- 
change rate from a Bronmian Motion with drift implicitly assumed that an 
uncountable intersection of events, each of which has probability one, is a 
set of probability one. Hawever, standard measure theory only deals with 
count able intersections, so t heir implicit assumpt ion should have entered as 
an e.uplicit assumption. 

For technical reasons mainly related to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we 
assume that 3 is the power set of R i.e. the set of al1 subsets of R. This im- 
plies t hat for sets As, s E (t' oo) , A A, are automaticaily 
measurable: ot her intervals may be substituted for ( t  , 00). 

Since our analysis involves the sensitivity of equilibrium asset prices to 
s~nall changes in a parameter, Ive review a selection of articles from the 
probability literature which deal with the sample path properties of SDE 
that depend on a parameter. First, the probability literature deals with 
the SDE sample paths directly, not the complicated function of the sample 
paths arising from our rational expectations model. Blagovescenskii and 
Reidlin (1961) establish that for fixed t the function (k:(w),  c E [O' 11) is 
differentiable in e for almost al1 w . provided that b(t. x) and o(t, x) are C2 
functions with bounded second order derivatives. Métivier (1951) extends the 
Blagovescenskii-Freidlin results to a case where the stochastic process driving 
the stochastic integral is more general than a Brownian Motion. Again, he 
requires twice differentiability of the integrands as well as boundedness of al1 
second order derivatives. However, since continuity in E only holds for a kxed 
t .  both sets of results are insufFicient to earantee that  SU^,,[,,^ Ik; - 
k t (  = O a-e. Neither can they ensure that lim,40 s ~ p ~ , ~ ~ , ~  lx: - = O a-e. 

Our model yields uniform convergence in t as E + O because we assume 
concentration on countable sets. The probability literature does not address 
uniform convergence in t as E -+ O of (kt) or of complex functions of its sample 
pat hs. The CCS assumption lets us abandon the differentiability assumption 
on b ( - )  and a(-) as the driving force behind continuity at O in the parameter e .  
The CCS assumption allows us to  show that the conditions for Kolmogorov~s 
Theorem hold. Kolmogorov's Theorem yields the uniform convergence result . 



For a statement of Kolmogorov's Theorem, see the appendix or Révuz and 
Yor (1991). 

Abandoning the differentiability assurnption is desirable since differentia- 
bility of the SDE integrands does not have an obvious economic interpre- 
tation. Although our results are unrelated to the differentiability of SDE 
solutions, the appendix shows that an application of Kolmogorov's Theorem 
yields continuity of (6: E E (0,1]) and (x;, s E (O, 11): for fked t. 

3 Mathematical Results for an Infinite 
Horizon Economy 

Stochastic differential equations (SDE) have been widely used to mode1 
stock price flucuations, see Karatzas and Shreve ( l99l) .  However SDE arising 
as perturbed versions of deterministic systems have not entered the literature. 
By exarnining the continuity properties of the perturbed system (2.4) we 
analyze whether small departures from the case of perfect certainty create 
large jumps in asset prices. W'hen E changes, both integrands change because 
they depend on previous realizations of the process. Thus, kf and x: exhibit 
nonlinear dependence on E .  If (2.4) did exhibit a discontinuity it would imply 
that prices in an uncertain world could jump markedly from the perfect 
certainty case, even when agents accounted for al1 available information. 

For the policy process of Flood and Garber (1983), the convergence fol- 
lows trivially because k, = bt + €WC xi = (a + t )  6 + EW. Generalizing t his 
result to more complex integrands is a non-trivial technical exercise. Even 
though the result for a simple random stiock is preserved for a more complex 
shock, it rernains possible that there exist randorn structures which would 
create a discontinuity. We begin with a few facts fiom Real Analysis and 
Probability to be used in the proof. 

Dominated Convergence Theorem: Let f, f ,  g be measurable func- 
tions for themeasurespace ( R , A , p ) ,  g E L1 Ifni 5 g a-e. Nith fn -+ f a.e. 
Tllenf,,f E L1 and J n f n  d p - j n f  dp. 

For (kt) the process (E(ksl&), s 3 t )  represents the predictions at time t 
of how the fundamentals will evolve over tirne. Conditional expectation has 
many desirable properties which we exploit, see Ash (1973). 



S W ( f  IG)l 5 E( l f  l la a-e- 
3) Dorninated Convergence Theorem for Condit ional Expectation: Let 

lfnl ~ Z E  L1 f n  -t f a-e. Then E(f#) +E( f lG)  a-e. 

4)f 59=a,f d~ 5 J,gdp 
5) 1 JQ f 4-4 5 JG If 1 d~ 
6)if f: g E L1 a. b E R then E(a f + bglÇ) = aE( f lÇ) + bE(g1Ç) a-e. 
7) if f E G then E ( f  lÇ) = f a.e. 
It is necessary t o  extend the Dominated Convergence Theorem for Con- 

dit ional Expectat ion to the following: 

Extended Dorninated Convergence Theorem: Let { f,, e > O) be a 
continuous process with f, = f 1 f,l ( g. g E L1.  Let Ç contain al1 
sets of measure O and let P satisfy the CCS condition. Then lim,,o E( f, lÇ) = 

E( f lG) almost everywhere. 

We cannnot use the dominated convergence theorem for sequences to 
prove the extended dominated convergence theorem, because the set on which 
convergence holds depends on the sequence that we are analyzing An exten- 
sion of the traditional methods of Real Analysis is required. Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.3 are proved in the appendix. I t  is the CCS assumption that permits an 
estension of the conventional theorems of real analysis which are necessary 
for al1 our convergence results. 

Lemma 3.2: Let P be CCS, then 

lim sup 1 kr - kt 1 = O almost everywhere V T  < m 
'-O t E [O,T] 

Lemma 3.3: Let P be CCS, then lim,-osup,,~o,T~ 1iW1 = O almost ev- 
erywhere VT < oo where h4f = c I,' ~ ( s ,  k:) dWs- 

The ne13 theorem aliows us to  approximate a random exchange rate by a 
deterministic one at a given time t. The principle limitation of this result is 
that the set on which convergence holds will generally vary with t .  It would 
be desirable to  show that even when agents consider an infinite horizon, 
we may take any bounded interval and have uniform convergence over the 
interval almost everywhere as E -r O. Unfortunately. we cannot guarantee 
this result because we cannot establish uniform bounds on the convergence 
of the integrals over ( t ,  oo). However, the result can suggest that agents who 



intend only to  conduct finitely many exchange rate transactions a t  tirnes 
{ t l '  . . . t,} may do so at prices close to {z,, . . . . r,,). 

Theorem 3.1: Let b E CB(R+ x R) the space of bounded continuous 
functions on R+ x R, and let P be concentrated on countable sets. Denote 
by ut = a-L j;" e x p ( e )  ds. Let ( I t , ) ,  ( k i )  be the solutions of the deter- 
niinist ic and perturbed systems for fundamentals respect ively ; let ( X E )  be the 
equilibrium exchange rate under (k:). Define 

t 
q = vt( l  + 1 b(s. I t , )  ds) + cr-l 1" eV(-) (ls b(c. kc) dc) ds (3.1) 

a 

Then 

Let 
dl,< = r /os O(Y, k t )  dWu (3.2) 

Hence. (AI,. FS) is a martingale, so routine calculation using lemma 3.1 prop  
erties 6 and 7 yields an expression for E(kd 13, ) 

( 1 )  = 1 + + b ) d + E b u  k )  d u )  a-e. (3.3) 
t 

Recall that  the equilibrium exchange rate satisfies 

oa t - s  
2; = a-' 1 exp(- )E(k: lF t )  d s  (3.1) 

a 

Hence ive have (3.5) 

By continiiity of b on R+ x R. b(u, kt) -. b(u, k,) Vu a-e. as E + O 
because lini,40 k t  = k, a.e. by Lemma 3.2. By the dominated convergence 
t lieorem. ls b(u, kt) du + b(u,  k,) du a-e. (3.6) l= 



By Lemma 3.1 property 7 and the estended dorninated convergence the- 
oreni. 

because if g(z) = c Vz then g E G VÇ. Xote that the set on which 
convergence holds in (3.6) and (3.7) depends on S. Using variants of ar- 
gurnerits in appendiv 2, we can establish continuity in c of the process 
(J: b(u. k:) du, E E (O, l )) ,  so we can apply the ex-tended domiriated con- 
vergence t heorem to yield (3.7). 

Sow, Ib(x, y)l 5 L, implying that 

by lemma 3.1 properties 4 and 5. Using properties 1 and 6 we have 

t - s  t - s  
5 eW(- )E( [  Ib(u. I;U)I dul-F,) 5 L exp(-)(s - t) = h(s) (3.10) 

Ck t Q 

The function h is integrable on (tt  00). Let Cs 

so tliat P ( R  - Cs) = O. Take V = { O  -Cs 

be the set on which 

ku) du (3.11) 

s E (t 'm)), then by the as- 
siiniption of concentration on countable subsets 



The concentration on countable subsets assumption is necessary to assure 
tliat almost eveqwhere, we can guarantee convergence Vs E ( t .  00). Taking 
OUT measure space as ( ( t ,  oo), B(t,  m), ds) where ds is Lebesque measure, we 
see that the hypothesis of the dominated convergence theorem is satisfied 
almost everywhere. Consequently, we may apply the dominated convergence 
theoreri1 to obtain that almost eveqwhere with respect to P 

t - s  
a-' lm exp(-)E(/' b(u .  e) dulFt) ds - 

a t 

From Lemma 3.3 Mt = O a-e. q.e.d. 

4 Convergence Results For a Finite Horizon 
Economy 

The results for finite horizon economies are much stronger than for an 
infinite horizon. The form of the equiiibrium eschange rates is the same: the 
only difference is that we now integrate over ( t ,  Tl rather than ( t? 00). So 
the equilibrium exchange rate is x: = a-' / texp(?)E(glFt)  ds; T < oo 
is terminal time. Likewise, only the interval of integration changes for ut. 
Define v, = a-' I( exp(?) ds. 

Theorem 4.1: Let P be concentrated on countable sets. Then, 

iimP( sup lx: - ztI 2 6 )  = O  V6 > O 
€-O t€[O,T] 

Consequent ly, 

The significance of this result is that for a given bound on the difference 6 
betrveen random and deterministic exchange rates, with high probability, x; 
and 2, will differ by no more than 6 over the entire interval [O,  Tl, provided 
t hat E is small 

Proof: 
enough. 



T t - s  
a-' eup(a)~(/s(b(u, k:) - b ( ~ ,  k,)) d u l z )  ds  (4- 1) 

t 

Obviously. {ut } is bounded and 

1 1' a(.. k:)-b(~, k.) d.~l 5 I ~ ( s .  g ) - b ( ~ ,  li.)l ds  5 KT SLIP [1;:-1i,/ (4.2) 
s€[O.TJ 

Furt herniore, 

Let Y' = ~ u p , , ~ . ~  Ik: - k, ( .Then alrnost everywhere 
whicli is independent of c, 

sup lx: - z,I C( sup li21il + sup Ik: - k,l + sup E(YclFs)) (4.4) 
S € [ O . ~  SE[O.T] s€[O.Tj s q 0 . q  

IVe need to show that the right hand side cowerges to O in probability 
Sirice it is almost everywhere a suin of non-negative random variables, it 
suffices to show that each random variable converges to O in probability. 
Freidlin has already established that Lim,-o P(supS,pq Ili: - k,l 2 6 )  = 
O V6 > O. So it remains to show that 

lim P( sup IM:l 2 6) = lirn P( sup E(Y'13s) 2 6) = O V6 > O 
(-0 S E [ O . ~  - O  s € [ O . q  

\lie break this into two parts. proving first that sup,,,, Iiwl jP O. 
If {A,, É E (O, 11) is a class of sets d e h e  lim s ~ p , - ~  A, by n, Us,, .4,. Ob 

viously. U,,.A, 1 l i r n s ~ p , ~ ~ A .  as c 1 O, so that lirn,-o P(U,,,As) 1 
P(lini sup,-, A,). Define A,J = { s ~ p , , ~ ~ , ~  1 AI; 1 > 6 )  and B ( 6 )  = lim sup,-O Ac,s. 
Then the set on which ~ u p , , ~ , ~  )h.l;l does not converge to O contains B(6)  
implying P(B(6))  = O .  Hence, P(U,,, As.s) 1 O as s O, implying conver- 
gence in probability. 

In the appendix, we establish that E(~up , , [ , ,~  1 k: - ks 12) 5 c2cr(T) where 
û(T) is a constant depending on T. This estabhshes integrability of SUPtE,O,~ Iki - - .  
kt 1 We need a few facts from martingale theory to complete the proof: 

1) if Y E L1 and (Ft ) is a filtration, then ( E ( Y  IF'), Ft)  is a martingale. 



2 )  if (F') is right continuous and (Mt:Ft) is a martingale then (.Mt) 
possesses a right continuous modification (Xt ) ie: P(Xt = M t )  = 1. We 
always assume that F0 contains al1 P n d l  sets. so that (x7 Ft) is a right 
cont inuous mart ingaie. 

3) Doob's Maximal Quadratic inequality: Let (A&, Ft, t E [O, Tl) be a 
ri& continuous L2 martingale (ie: Mt E L2 Vt )  - Then 

4) Jenson's Inequality: Let g : R .-. R be convex, X E L1 and g ( X )  E L1. 
then g(E(X(Ç))  <_ E(g(X)(Ç) a-e- 

Returning to our central argument, we see that ( E ( ~ u p , , ~ - ~  1 k:-li, 113;), 3' ) 
is a martingale. Consequently, it must have a right continuous modifica- 
tion. But by the CCS assumption (E(YCI-F,)) must be continuous. Hence 
supsEl0.~~ E(YC(F3) must be measurable. Jenson's inequality and the fact 
that E ( X )  = E(E(XI3 ) )  imply that the process is an L2 martingale. Let 
h(x) = x2 if x 2 O and h(x) = O if x < O: h is convex. 

Hence (4.7): 

So we may apply Doob's inequality to yield (4.8): 

E( sup (E(Y'~IF,))') 5 ~E(E(Y ' IF~) ' )  5 4E( sup Il;:-k,12) -+ O as E - O 
SE [O.T] E f0.q 

Hence. suP,,lo.q E (Yf IFs) + L2 O and convergence in L2 implies convergence 
in probability. q.e.d. 

Using results in this proof and the appendk, we may also prove uniform 
con\-erence almost everywhere on [O. T] as E converges to O. Theorem 4.2 
is proven in the appendix. As we note in the proof of Theorem 4.1 when 
disciissing s ~ p , , [ ~ , ~  lAcl, the existence of a continuous lirnit a.e. implies 
coiiveregence in probability. Rre prove the weaker result in the text because 
the proof of uniform convergence almost everywhere d r a w  on some facts 
presented in Theorem 4.1. Its proof also requires the bounds in the L2 norm 



which we use in Theorem 4.1. The arguments necessary to derive these 
bounds are complex and the proof of Theorem 4.2 draws on some other 
involved facts, so its proof is defered to the appendis. 

Theorem 4.2: Let P be CCS. Then limedo s ~ p , , ~ ~ . ~  1s: - z, 1 = O dmost 
everywhere. 

To Say that lim,-o P ( s ~ p , , ~ ~ . ~  lx; - ztl 2 6) = O V6 > O means that we 
can find y = y ( 4  r] :  T) suc11 that P ( s ~ p , , ~ ~ , ~  lx: - zîI 2 6) < q Vc < This 
inipLies that P ( s u ~ ~ ~ [ ( ) ~ ]  lx: - ztl < 6) > 1 - q VE < 7. So, the tirne interval 
in part determines how small E must be to obtain a given accuracy with high 
probability. 

Theorem 4.3 There exists a bound y(6, 77, T) which is decreasing in T 
for fked (6, v)- It satisfies y(& q. T) = inf {s E [O. 11 : s ~ ~ ( T ) c ~ ( T ) / ~ '  3 r ) }  

if the set is nonempty, and 1 otherwise, for some increasing functions p, C. 

Proof: Theorem 4.1 establishes 

sup lx:-rîl < C ( T ) ( s u p  I h c l +  sup Ik;-lr,l+ sup E(Yf[Ft ) )  (4.9) 
tc [o.q t~[o.T] t~[o.T]  L E [ O . ~  

The constant C(T)  depends on a-' ~ z e x ~ ( % )  ds = h(T) which must in- 
crease in T.  This follows because if Ti < T2 exp(%) < exp(%) Vs € 

[O. Tl] .  Hence, by non-negativity of the functions, a- ' J$ exp(%) ds 5 
a-' 12 exp(T:-s) ds. 

In the appendix, we prove that each of the random variables appearing in 
the sum which bounds suptE[()q lx: - ztl is bounded in its second moment by 
a term such as e2P(T) where @(T)  increases with T. Recall that P(IX1 2 
c) 5 C-PEIXIP p > O. Applying this to each term in the sum involving the 

> 6) < é2p(Ti22(Ti  where p ( T ) C 2 ( ~ )  probabilities yields P ( s ~ p , , ~ ~ , ~  lx: - zt 1 - - 6 

increases with T. Let y(6,q, T) = inf {s E [O' 11 : s~~(T)c ' (T ) /~ '  2 v} if the 
set is non-ernpty and 1 othemise. So if c < y(&, 77, T) we have E'c(& T) < 
q wiiere <(cf T) = p(T)C2(T)/b- If T < H' { s  E [O, 11 : s2c(6, 7') 1 q }  c 
{ S  E [O. 11 : s 2 ~ ( 6 ,  H) 1 q} * y(6,q.T) 2 y(&q, H). Here we have assumed 



the set related t o  T is non-empty. If it is empty: then y(d,q, H) 5 1 by 
construction. q.e.d. 

5 Quasi-Rat ional Expect at ions and 
Inst ability of Small Perturbations 

LeBaron (1996) establishes t hat simple technical trading rules can im- 
prove re t~uns  in the foreign exchange market. However, once periods of 
Federal Reserve intervention are deleted fkom the data, a11 excess returns d i s  
appear. Summers (1986) suggests that certain investors cailed noise traders 
downplay fundamentals and e-xtrapolate trends. Allen and Taylor (1990) dis- 
cuss a s w e y  of foreign exchange traders; 60 per cent thought that charts 
were as important in the short term as fundamentals and only 30 per cent 
relied on purely fundamental analysis. Their s w e y  indicates t hat noise 
traders are a viable part of the market and that their effects on prices must 
be modelied. When there is some measure of noise trading, agents cannot 
be using rational expectations in a strict sense because rational espectations 
corresponds to forecasting the fundamentals. Allen and Taylor ( 1990) sug- 
gests traders use a weighted average of fundamental and technical predictors. 
Consequentty. we need to model this kind of rnixed expectation and analyze 
its effects in our exchange rate model. 

By definition, agents who are noise traders cannot use the conditional 
expectations operator exclusively to predict future policies. The task is to 
niodel the expectations of agents who deviate from rational espectations 
because they are noise traders. The espectations introduced here are called 
*- 

quasi-rat ional" espectat ions. They are meant to capture behaviour which 
is not fully rational in the sense that agents t ry t o  simulate the random path 
of government policy. At the same time quasi-rational expectations are a 
close approximation to rational expectations in the sense that agents use an 
intelligent procedure to estimate future policies. This Ieads to a qualification 
in the use of the term " noise trader" . 

Noise traders are frequently associated with the word "irrationai". An 
obvious implication is that noise traders create totally unfounded deviations 
from fundamental prices. It is possible that noise traders are not so irrational. 
They rnay believe that short term trends as well as long term fundamentals 
affect prices. Charts and technical trading rules are two ways of trying to 
exploit short term trends. Some methods of discerning trends rnay be quite 



sophisticated, others may be quite cmde, but it is possible that noise traders 
may be trying to make intelligent short tenn forecasts based on important 
information. The sophisticated short term forecast ing of noise traders is what 
we want t O capture in quasi-rat ional expect a t  ions. 

Definition 5 .l: Agents have quasi-rational expectations if t here exists a 
weight w E [O, 11 such that at  each time t ,  the expectation of policy at  s > t  
is wE(k;;:IFt) + (1 - w) f:. The process ( f i ,  t 5 s )  is a short term forecast of 
policy and is defined by fg = O ,  s > t + rn and 

The process f,C is defined for E E [O, 11 where we denote f: = 1,. \\ré set 
f," = O Vs > t + rn because f,' is meant to  be a short term forecast. The 
number m > O is the time horizon of the forecast in the sense that agents are 
trying to predict policy over the interval [t, t +ml. The weiglit w reflects the 
strength of rationd expectations in the quasi-rational world; it also reflects 
the strength attached to the long term forecast. 

The process f: is the initial approximation to the policy process. Agents 
observe ki at time t  and kf is the initial condition of the SDE (k:, s 3 t ) .  
Recall that k: = I;: + J; b(u,  6) du + r Jt ~ ( u ,  k:) dW., s > t. In (5.1). the 
agent is trying to simulate the path of k:, s 2 t by replacing iî;, u E [ t ,  s] 
in the integrands by k,, , u E [t , s] . The motivation for doing t his, as shown 
by lemma 5.1, is that for small E ,  I;, and fi: will be close. However, the 
approximation might not end there. Consider the alternative short term 
estimator hz defined by 

a n d h Z = f , ' = O ? s > t + r n .  
Equation (5.2) is closer in spirit to the structure of the SDE governing 

policy because it allows both integrands to be stochastic. Equation (5.1) 
only admits determinist ic integrands because k, is deterministic. Agents 
trying to capture the structure of the SDE for might prefer stochastic 
integrands for the simulation. Lemma 5.1 demonstrates that fi is an accurate 
approximation of k,' and hence would be a suitable random function to use 
in the simulation. Both f,' and h: are valid estimators of policy I;: as the 
next result shows; the proof is in the appendix. Thus, we could replace f,' in 
the definit ion of quasi-rat ional expectat ions by hg. 



limE sup 1f:-k:I2=0 and LimE sup I h : - l i ~ 1 ' = 0  
€40 s€[t,t+m] s€[t , t+m] 

Quasi-rational agents believe that fundamentals are important but do 
not believe that any one predictor can capture the path of policy exclusively- 
Consequently. they balance the strictly rational predictor with a short term 
forecast of policy. There are valid motivations for believing that agents use 
both short and long term forecasts. Policy might exhibit short run dynamics 
that would be difficult to anticipate based solely on fundamentais but which 
would be easier to detect using a short term predictor. This could h a p  
pen because a fundamental forecast usually emphasizes long run structural 
economic relations, it does not extrapolate short term disturbances. This 
is similar to a noise trader believing that a speculative phase will be short- 
lived, with complex dynamics that for a tinie upstage the fundamentals. The 
noise trader does not lose sight of the fundamentals completely, but modifies 
his view of the world to account for short terrn phenomena. This is why 
quasi-rat ionality can mode1 the expectat ions of noise traders. 

Quasi-rational expectations are not a radical deviation from rational ex- 
pectations. Although quasi-rational agents do not use rational expectations 
exclusively, their simulations of the policy over [t,  t + ml are inteliigent pre- 
dictors of government policy. Any agent who can predict policy well will 
know the value of the currency. Quasi-rational agents try to simulate ran- 
dom policies via f,' or hS because for small E the similarity of random and 
deterministic policies implies that f,' and h: are close to k:. Quasi-rational 
agents extract an important subsei; of information and use it intelligently to 
forecast future policies. 

At the same time, it is clear that quasi-rational forecasts of policy for 
s E [t, t + rn] are different from rational forecasts. Equation (3.3) is the 
rational expectations forecast of policy. Equation (3.3) differs from both 
(5.1) and (5.2) in that it uses al1 information to predict the future. Equations 
(5.1) and (5.2) try to predict the future by using the structure of the SDE 
and knowledge of ks to simulate the path of policy. In elementary probability 
theory the conditional expectation of k: given that k: = q is calculated by 
evaluating spc  (slq) ds, where pC(- lq )  is the conditional density of k: given 
kt = q. Even if pE(- lq )  was known, calculating the conditional expectation 
would be a far cry from performing either simulation (5.1) or (5.2). Thus, 



an agent using al1 available information via a conditional density would be 
doing more than simulating the policy path. 

Let the quasi-rational expectation forecast use estimator f,'. Setting cr = 
1 for simplicity, the equilibrium exchange rate y; satisfies 

The integral in (5.3) is the discounted forecast of policy over [t .  oo) which 
is a weighted average of fundamental expectations and the simulation of 
policy j,'. Obviously, the structure of the expression is unchanged if we 
substitute hS for f,'. 

Theorem 5.1: Let expectations be quasi-rationai with estimator f: and 
let b be bounded, then almost everywhere as E + O y,C converges to 

t+m 

w + 1 - w )  exp(t - s) [4 + ls b(u. k.) du] dr # zt 

The proof is deferred to the appenàk. If (5.2) was used in the ex- 
change rate equation (5.3) instead of (5.1): y; would still not converge to 
z t  Let hq replace f,' in (5.3) then y: -+ wr, + (1 - w) J:+" exp(t - s ) ( k ,  + 
I; b(u ,  f,) du)  ds # 3. Since j, = ku the exchange rate limit is independent 
of the est imator used. Thus, quasi-rat ional expectations possess a stabil- 
ity property in the sense that the exchange rate when h: is the estimator 
will be close to the exchange rate when f: is the estimator. This makes 
t lie divergence wit h rational espectat ions more interest ing because in using 
quasi-rational expectations we are not replacing rational agents with agents 
whose expectations are sensitive to a choice in the underlying estimator hJ or 
f,'. Our analysis suggests t hat different hnds of intelligent predictions codd 
yield sharp price ciifferences with small departures from the world of perfect 
cert ainty. 

It is clear that the convergence results of sections 3 and 4 are very sen- 
sitive to the assumption that foreign exchange traders behave strictly like 
fundamentalists. If traders use a weighted average of predictors then y,' will 
be close to a nurnber potentially very different from zt for srnall c. One of 
the principle deterrninants of how large the deviation from tt will be is the 
weight assigned to rational expectations. If w is close to 1 the deviations 
will be small. However, Allen and Taylor (1990) suggests that in the short 
term traders think technical signab are as important as fundamentals. This 



empirical evidence suggests sharp deviations from rational values ni- occur 
since w should not be close t o  1. 

This instability result suggests that economists must exercise considerably 
more care when choosing between random or deterministic methods in their 
models. Even a small amount of randomness may have important effects on 
equilibria. Quasi-rational expectations do not appear to have the potential to  
create large jumps a t  first glance. The close relation between quasi-rationality 
and complete rationality makes the result even more surprising. Only small 
departures from complete rationality are necessary for srnall random shocks 
to  matter. 

Quasi-rat ional expect a t  ions tvould probably be niuch easier to calculate 
t han rat ional expectations. Even sophisticated traders might find i t  difficult 
or ex%reniely costly to use rational expectations because of the amount of 
information contained in Ft or the difficulty in actually finding the condi- 
t ionai density. Economists have been very interested in rat ional expectat ions 
equilibria and have devot-ed much energy toward t heir study. Quasi-rat ional 
expectations might provide a more realistic model for expectations in the 
sense that agents simulate the important variable based on a key subset of 
information. The key subset in this model consisted of the deterministic 
process k,, the structure of the diffusion, and the obseved shock I;:? but the 
crucial data could Vary from model to model. 

Most of the motivation for quasi-rationality has corne from the noise 
trader problem. If quasi-rationality was more closely tied to the problem of 
iniperfect information, we might adjust the model so that agents also needed 
to estimate either b or a? i-e. they would be less certain of making correct 
calculations. Clearly, variants on the problem of quasi-rational expectations 
are possible. 

The discontinuity in E under quasi-rational espectations appeared be- 
cause agents used both short and long term forecasts of policy. Assume that 
agents only used short term forecasts because they believed that short term 
movernents overwheimed long run structural relations. The description of 
noise traders in Summers (1986) might account for exclusively focusing on 
short term predictors. Let jt G lim,-o y; = (1 - w) cf" exp(t - s ) (k ,  + 
hs b(u ,  I î , )  du ds) + wq. For any w, ljt - 41 = (1 - W )  J& exp(t - s)li, ds, 
which is clearly decreasing in W. Hence, quasi-rationai agents who use only 
short term predictors (w = O )  achieve the maximum deviation from z t .  This 
denionstrates that it is rational expectations more than the Lipschitz con- 
tinuity of b and a which generates stability of prices. The magnitude of 



the jump depends on ks and how fast exp(-s)ks decays; it could be a con- 
siderable difference. Clearlyl it is the long term v i e ~  provided by rational 
espectations which generates stability in the model. 

6 Exchange Rate Approximation Wit h 
Target Zones 

Lfany early papers were concerned with finding an easily calculable expression 
for the excliange rate when it was public knowledge that the government 
would eventually peg the exchange rate. Al1 earlier results were derived 
under the Brownian motion with drift assumption for policy. We mi11 now 
esmiine how Our stability results can be used to  approximate the excliange 
rate when it will be pegged at  some random tiiiie- Both the rational and 
quasi-rational cases wiil be considered. 

There are several policy feedback rules that  are consistent with main- 
taining a target zone that have been analyzed in the literature. In Flood 
and Garber (1983) and Froot and Obstfeld (1991) it was assumed that the 
eschange rate would be fixed once the policy process hit a point or exited an 
i n t e d .  Flood and Garber (1991) generalized this to pegging the exchange 
rate once the exchange rate exited an i n t e n d  They calculated a closed-form 
solution provided a one-to-one relation existed between exit times of the pol- 
icy process and exchange rate. Both Froot and Obstfeld (1991) and Flood 
and Garber (1991) derived easily calculable expressions for the eschange rate. 
Howcver. tlleir derivat ion depended on using the Brownian motion m-it h drift 
policy- process and their method, whicli depends on second order linear con- 
stant coefficient differential equations, does not estend to the more general 
policy process considered here. 1s is possible t o  find an approsimate. easily 
calculated exchange rate expression when the exchange rate will be pegged 
at  some random time? 

Let T' = inf {t : xi @ [a - 6, a + 61) be the first exit time from the target 
zone. If t 1 T' the government sets kf = c for some constant c; for t < r' k; 
is defined by (2.2). Thus, the exchange rate for t < T' satisfies 

Tlieorem 3.1 proved that ,(Y exp(t - s) E(k: IFt) ds - z, as E --+ O. Even 
tliough (6.1) may not be easy to  calculate, i t  can be approximated for small 
6 by z t -  



Theorem 6.1: Suppose that z, E (a - 7. a + nt) where nt < 6 and that b 
is deterministic, t hen lim,,o T' = OC and lim,-o xg = zt . 

Proof: If there exist E ,  such that rtn 5 T for some T > O there must 
eslst a convergent subsequence which for simplicity we also denote by T ' ~ .  

Let u: = 1; exp(t - s)E(k:[F,) ds = z, +CI:,  I; = 10 O(S? 6 )  dWs.  Clearly, 
T' is the first time v; exits [a - a + 61 for if uf never exited the interval 
it would be the equilibrium exchange rate for al1 times. Hence, (c,IFn 1 > 
6 - 7 but the appendiv applies Kolmogorov?~ Theorem to determine that 
S U P , ~ [ ~ , ~  I E  JgL O(S:  k:) Al/,[ -t O as c - O a.e.. a contradiction. 

Thus 1; exp(t - s )  ds + O as  E 4 O because exp(t - s) E L 1 ( ( t ,  m), ds ) .  
Theorem 3.1 implies that v: - 2, so we need to show that 

From the proof of Theorem 3.1 E(k: I-F,) = 1 + MF + 10 b(u) du where kff = 
€1; : the rightmost integral becomes 1: exp(t - s )  lî, ds  + fi!: J79" exp(t - s )  ds .  
The appendix shows that Mf + O. Integrability of exp(t - s)ks and exp(t - s) 
on [t. oo) lets us apply the dominated convergence theorem to prove that both 
integrals converge to 0. q-e-d. 

One of the implications of theorem 6.1 is that small perturbations will 
del- the switch to a fixed exchange rate. There could be a long period 
of moderate random shocks before kxing policy and the exchange rate at 
c. Also, the espression for the equilibrium rate under the policy feedback 
rule would be difficult to calculate directly because of difficulty in calculating 
the  stopping time. Calculating z, either directly or via numerical simulation 
n-ould probably be easier. Flood and Garber (1991) derived their results 
undcr a restricive implicit assumption; our approximation result does not 
depend on linking the first exit time of the exchange rate with the first exit 
time of the policy proces. The Root and Obstfeld (1991) results are also 
derived under restrictive assumptions. For instance, they assume E(kSI3 , )  = 
G(k,)  for sorne C2 function G where kt = bt + dVt.  There is no reason 
to suspect that the conditional expectation will be a C hnction in policy 
on probabalistic or economic grounds. From this vantage point i t  is more 
important to detennine if the exchange rate can be easily approximated. 

It is immediate from the proof that if the policy rule was more complex 
Zr would still be an accurate approximation to the exchange rate because of 
the property that the first exit time becomes arbitrarily large as e -. O .  One 



esample of a more complex policy is to  restart a t  the initial condition every 
time the exchange rate hits the boundary of the target zone. This is more 
realistic than assuming that the exchange rate is fked forever. 

The proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that if agents have quasi-rational ex- 
pectations then jt = lim,,o yf is a good approximation to the exchange rate 
with a target zone. The quasi-rational exchange rate is 

7 Conclusion 

The results of this paper rely heavily on the structure of random pertur- 
bat ions of deterministic systems. Randomly Perturbed Dy namical Systems 
is an established area of research in the probability literature. Although 
the idea is at the h e m  very simple, many interesting problems can be con- 
structed to describe the magnitude of deviations of (k:) from ( k t ) .  Such 
deviations are interesting because of the need for precise measurements. For 
esample, investors will want to know by exactly how much the exchange rate 
will junip if expectations are not rational. They also need to know whether 
it's costly to misprice a currency by using Zr when x: is appropriate. Devia- 
tions of this nature are important to profits, risk and perhaps the timing of 
trades. Randomly perturbed systems could have applications in economics 
beond  the one in this paper. .4ny dynamic situation where varying degrees 
of randomness play a role is a candidate for the kind of analysis introduced 
by Freidlin and Wentzell. 

8 Appendix: Mathematical Results 
Here we take the initial condition of the SDE to be x; this bears no relation 
to the exchange rate x:. The solution to  a stochastic differential equation is 
found by a rnethod of successive approximation: define e*' = x and 

where the stocastic integral is an L2 martingale. 



Theorem 8.1 : There exists a constant C independent of c E (O. 11 such 
t hat 

Proof: For notational purposes, we drop the superscript E .  Then 

Hence, 

t 

E( sup ICI2) 5 2((212 + t~ 1 lb(s, x)12 ds + 8E lra(s. x)12 ds) 
sE[O.tj 

The Lipschitz conditions and the fact that c E (0,1] imply 

Accounting for the constants appearing in the inequality,. we may h d  some 
C > 1. C = C(T)  such t hat 

Generally: we have 

where H is another constant and M < C is also constant. By choice of C 
we have M1xI2 c C. 

So if the result holds for n 3 1, we have 



The result follows by induction. q.e.d. 
Construction of a solution to  a stochastic differential equation as well 

as al1 the proofs we present here, depend on this method for bounding the 
second moments of the iterates { s ~ p ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ~  IYz 1 ,  n 2 l}. We also adopt the 
convention of using C to  denote a constant, generally depending on T, which 
may assume different d u e s  in difFerent situations. This is valid since we will 
be dealing with o d y  finitely many constants which are independent of E. 

Theorem 8.2: Let e ,  6 E (O: 11 then 
1) E S U ~ , , [ ~ . , ~  Ik: - kfl2 4 (6 - b)%(t) 
2) E sup,,ptl II;: - kI2 < c 2 R ( t )  
where û(t)  , P(t) are constants depending on t and where (k,) satisfies the 

ordiriary different ial equat ion wit h initial condition x. 
Proof: Let {(Y,", s E [O, Tl), n 2 0) and ( (22 ,  s E [O, Tl),  n 2 0) be the 

sequence of Picard iterates for (k:) and (kf) respectively. Using Doob's in- 
equality and the method in the previous proof, u7e have Vn 3 1 

The erpectation of the stochastic integral snt isfies 

E sup 1 /'Éu(u, Y:-') - h ( u ,  ~ y - ' )  &vJ2 5 4E lea(s,  Kn-')- 
sEIO.tl cl 6' 

Hence, cornbining these inequalities and invoking the Lipschitz conditions 
again yields 



Observe t hat , 

Then it  follows that 

2 C ( c  - 6 ) ~  E sup 1r-ll2 ds + 2Cd2 E sup IYZ-' - z-lI2 ds 
0 u € [ O . s j  ilt .,,O.s] 

This is the central inequality we need to prove assertion 1. If n = 1 

g k ~ k + l  tk 
\$Te prove by induction that E ~up, ,~~. , l  lKn - 1' 5 (c --JI2 xb-1 - k !  

Notice tiiat if this is true, we have proved assertion 1 for 

Kallianpur (1984) proves that 

lim E sup le - xn12 = lirn E sup - cl2 = O  
n-c~, 

s€[O,t] 
n-OO 

s€[O. t ]  

The second integral is uniformly bounded: 

The series converges by Cauchy's ratio test. 



Having proven the result for n = 1, we consider the case for n + 1 when 
the result holds for n. 

E sup Irfi - cf 112 5 (c - ~ 5 ) ~  5 k ~ k C 2 t k C 1 / ( k  + l ) !  
s€[O,t ]  k= l  

+qc - &y C 5 k ~ " ? t y 1 ;  + 1)! + 2 q c  - 6)2 C c k + y + l  /(k + l ) !  
k=l k=O 

This step involves evaluating a Lebesque integral as a Riemann integral. This 
simplifies to  

The bracketed sum becomes 

Now, we prove the second assertion. The function b satisfies the L i p  
shitz conditions, hence there exists a unique solution to  the ordinary dif- 
ferential eqiiation 2 = b(t, +(t)) .  We may construct Picard iterates r; = 
z + 10 b(s .  zr-') ds -S -O = x Vs which converge uniformly to  (i,) on closed 
bounded intervals. Hence lirn,-, E ~ u p , , ~ , , ~ ~  IzJ - zs12 = O .  CVe will prove . . 
the result by establishing inducively that 

Cauchy's ratio test implies that the  series is summable, so we may apply 
the same arguments that we used to establish assertion 1 of the lemrna. For 
n = 1 we have 

Generally. 



Assuming that the hypothesis holds for n, consider 

E sup ly=+l- p+112 5 €2(C 2k-1 k t ?  k+1 
-9 C - -t /(k + l)! + cb2tk+ '/(k + l)!) 

s€(O.t]  k= 1 k=O 

Consider the bracketed term; it simplifies to 

Theorem (Kolmogorov): Let (,&, t E [O, 11) be a class of random varibles 
siich that there exid 0, y, C > O satisfying E(IX -Xs17) 5 Clt-slLfP. Then 
t liere exists a continuous modification (ht , t E [O: 11) satishing E(supsZt 1 ht - 
hsl/lt - SI")' < oo V a  < f.  

Lemma 3.2: Lim,-o s ~ p , , ~ ~ , ~  1 k; - kt 1 = O a-e. where (ks) satisfies the - - 
deterministic equation. 

Proof : Define X, = ~ u p , , [ , . ~  Ik: - kt! if E E (O, 11 and Xo = O. If e: 6 > O 
then IX, - Xsl 5 s ~ p , , ~ , , ~ ~  lk: - kf1. Hence! by Lemma 8.2 

.41so. EIX0 - XCl2 = EIX,I2 5 e2B(T). SO the criteria for Kolmogorov~s 
Theorem is satisfied for y = 2, P = 1. 

Fiu a < 4 * supSf, [hg - htl/lt - S I "  < cm a-e. By the CCS assumption, 
we must have that X, = h, almost everywhere for all E simultaneously Let 
s = O and c > O, then alrnost everywhere sup,,pq lk; - kt 1 < MeQ Choose 
E < (6/M) to assure that s u p t E p , ~  Ik; - kt 1 < 6 q-e-d. 

The same technique nrill also establish Lemma 3.3 once we have proven 
the following : 

Theorem 8.3: Let Mt = c J,L o(s, e) dW,.  Then if c, 6 > O we have 



and E supsE[o.tl 1 .bl: I 2  5 e 2 v ( t )  where p(t), v( t )  are constants depending on t. 
but not on E .  

Proof: Define M t  = O(S? y) and N p  = 61: o(so 2,") dWS where 
{ ( y , .  E [O,T]) n 20) and ( ( 2 2 , s  E [O,T]) n 2 0) are the processes of 
Picard iterates converging to (k:) and (kt) respectively- 

Since 

E sup 
s € [ O . t ]  

'6 - c 1 2 d s  5 4 t E  sup Jk: -xnI2+O as n + m 
s € [ O . t ]  

n-1 n-1 

C(c - 6)'(x ~ ~ " t " + ' / ( k  + t)! + C 5lrCLf ' t k + ' / ( k  + l)!) = 

Both series in this expression converge, and the terms are nonnegative; 
hence, we have the desired bound. Also, 

E sup li~f;~' < c 2 ~  1' 0 2 ( s ,  ds 5 c c 2  E sup ly;-'l2 ds < 
s € [ O . t ]  1' . .,O*,, 

'=O 

Theorem 8.4: Let x:: zt be the perturbed and deterministic equilibria at 
time t .  Then 



economy. 
Proof: From the the proof of Theorem 4 1: 

Applying our results on the moments of the first two terms contained in 
Lemmas 2 and 3 of this section as welI as  Doob's inequality to the last term 
yields E s ~ p , , ~ ~ , ~ ~  lx: - zSl2 < c2(5C/3(t) + Cu(t)).  '~Tow-: 

We have applied the CCS assumption to  guarantee that this equality holds 
almost everywhere for each t simultaneously- Conditional espectation is lin- 
ear a.e. So, for fixed s 

on the set C(t ,  s): P(C(t ,  s)) = 1. Since we are integrating over [t: T]  for 
a h e d  W .  we want expressions like this to  hold almost eveyvhere for al1 
s E [t, T ]  sirnultaneously. The CCS assumption guarantees that this is so: 
let Ct = n,,[,,q C(t ,s )  then P(Ct)  = 1. Again by CCS, P(i)tEIO.q C t )  = 1: 
so the equality above holds almost everywhere for al1 t ;  this is necessary for 
us to bound s ~ p , , [ ~ , q  lx; - x:I almost everywhere. Hence, accounting for the 
fact that g(t, s )  = (s - t )  exp(?) is bounded on [O: T] x [O,T], there exists 
a constant J such that 

where Y' 7' = SUPsE[0,71 1 k: - kf 1. TO see why t his holds, we really only need 
to esamine the integral over the sample paths of conditional e-xpectation. 



Fix s E [t .  Tl, then 

1lsb(u. lr : )  - b ( u , k f )  du1 5 Ik;-ql  d u =  ( s - t )  sup I q - k ; ~  
j€ [O-Tj  

Then on C ( t ,  s ) ,  P ( C ( t ,  s ) )  = 1 we have, 

Repeating the argument used in Theorem 4.1, we have E s ~ p , , [ ~ , ~  E(YL-613j)2 5 
4E  SU^,^(^,^] lg - k11,6I2 q.e.d. 

Proof of Theorem 4.2: Define random variables by Xo = O and XE = 
s ~ p , , ~ , - ~  lx: - z, 1 .  Then the proof is exactly the same as  the proof of Lenima 
3.2. 

Theorem 8.5: Let P be CCS and Ç be a sub o -algebra containing al1 sets 
of measure 0. Let { f , ,  E E ( O ,  11) be continuous with 1 f , [  5 2, Z E LL and 
liin,_o fc = f almost everywhere, then E( + E( f lÇ) almost everywhere 
as E --+ 0. 

Proof: Define h( t )  = ~up,,(,,~~ 1 f, - f 1 :  Vt  E ( O ,  11. Then h(t)  1 O a-e. 
and IE(f$) - E ( f  lÇ)I = IE(ft - f)lÇ)l 5 E(h(t) lÇ) a.e- by the CCS 
assumption. So the result foilows if lirnt-o E(h(t)lÇ) = O a.e. Consequently, 
we prove that if f t  1 f a-e. as t  1 0 ft  $ h, E(h)  < oo then E(f&) 1 
E(/IP)  a-e. For h(t)  5 2 2 ,  so application of this fact yields the result. If 
s < t  we have E( f,lÇ) 5 E(ft lÇ) on C ( t ,  s )  where P(C( t ,  s ) )  = 1. Let Ct = 
n,,, C( t7  s )  and C = nte(o,il Ct. Then P ( C )  = 1 and s  < t  * E( fJÇ) 5 
E( fi lç) on C. Hence, E( ft IO) 1 g: a Q measurable function. kleasurability 
relative to Ç follows because C E S. 



Let A E G ,  then by extending the monotone convergence theorem to  deal 
with a continuous limit, 

Implying g = E( f IG) a-e. q.e.d. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1: 

t +m 

E sup 1 fi - k;l2 5 C(E / Ib(u, t) - b(u, k;)l2 du+ 
s ~ [ t . t + m ]  t 

t +rn 
e 2 ~  I /  (u(u, ku) - u(u? kz))2 du) 5 CK( t  + m) E sup lk: - ks12 + O 

s€[O.t+m] 

Analagous reasoning holds for h:. q.e.d. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1: Observe that E htfm ( f:)2 ds 5 M < m implying 

tha t  h: is well defined. Also, E(f: )2  5 N < cm Vs E [ t , t  +ml and 

The proof works by showing that 

a.e. and then exploiting the well known convergence criteria for Rieillaiin 
integrals. We have already sliown that supS,p,,+,l Ik: - ksi --+ O so we can 
focus on proving the second result. Now, 



5 qi(t + m)(e - ~ 5 ) ~  where +(t + m )  is a constant 

Clearly, ~ ( v ' ) ~  5 e2rnKIV and hence defining X, = v', Xo = O we may apply 
Kolmogorov's Theorem with y = 2 and ,û = 1. Hence, 

sup lh:-k,-/ b(u, fu)dul + O  a-e. as Ib(u,f:)-b(u. f J  5 Klfz-f-1 
~ € [ t . t + r n ]  t 

f+m 

Hence 1 ex& - s)h: d s  + /Ittm exp(t - s ) ( k t  + ls b(u, f.) du )  d s  

The proof of theorem 4.1 shows that 
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Exchange Rate Fluctuations In An Economy 
With Noise Traders 

Chapter 3 of the doctoral dissertation of Gregory Gagnon1 

Department of Economics, University of Toronto, 150 St. George Street: 
Toronto, Ont. Canada, M5S 3G7. 

Abstact: This paper analyzes the stability of the excllange rate in an 
economy wit h noise traders. Noise trading is restricted to  agents investing in 
the domestic stock market, who are less sophisticated than the agents pricing 
foreign exchange. Monetary policy is aEected by the behaviour of investors 
in the domestic stock market. We show that small fluctuations in the pa- 
rameters governing noise trading can have a profound effect on the exchange 
rate when foreign exchange traders have rational expectations. This shows 
that i~stability is the key feature in economies where heterogeneous agents 
have different levels of sophistication in processing information. Endogenous 
fluctuations from the stock market spi11 over into endogenous fluctuetions in 
the exchange rate. 

1 Introduction 

There is a growing literature in financial economics on price dynamics in 
rnarkets witli heterogeneous agents. A typical heterogeneity found in this 
literature is the distinction between noise traders who use technical trading 
rules and fundamentaiists who are concerned with discounted expected future 
dividends. Noise traders are rneant to be irrational traders who extrapolate 
trends and who downplay fundamentals, see Summers (1986). Their exis- 
tence has been a matter of bitter contention in the literature, see Brock and 
Hommes (1997). However, the literature deoling with their effects on price 
dynamics is growing. There is evidence that noise traders do exist. Brock, 
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Lakonishok and LeBaron (1992) find that simple technical trading rules can 
irriprove stock returns. LeBaron (1996) suggests that trading rules in the for- 
eign exchange market are profitable because they uncover correlations caused 
by Federal Reserve intemention. Schliefer and Surnmers (1990) also present 
case studies where price dynamics cannot be explained by the fundamentals 
alone. Empirical phenomena of this nature suggest that markets are some- 
what inefficient and that noise trading could be one source of the inefficiency. 

Part of the problern in modelling noise traders lies in finding a way to 
represent these irrational agents. For a Long time, it was not clear that the 
behaviour of irrational agents could be captured in any kind of optimization 
problem. The fact that these agents are concerned with trends rather than 
discounted expected profits suggests that their behaviour is less structured 
than the behaviour consistent with solutions to optimization problems. For 
this reason, the seminal work in the area of noise trading focussed on the 
effects noise traders have on prices rather than their behaviour. However, a 
behavioural approach to the noise trader problem now exists. This area is 
called " evolutionary finance" and it constructs dynamic models of learning in 
financial markets. Investors may purchase information at a constant cost or 
trade on the basis of free publically available information. In this approach, 
the behaviour of noise traders is modelled eqlicitly and the consequences 
for prices are derived. The evolutionaq finance framework of noise trading 
plays a major role in our paper. 

In tliis paper, we are concerned with noise trading in the stock market 
and a mechanism whereby it spills over to  the foreign exchange market. The 
market is segmented in the sense that the agents who may select to be noise 
traders are present only in the domestic stock market. Eschange rates are 
determined by sophisticated investors who hold rational es~ectations and 
wiio do not invest in domestic stocks. Domestic investors are meant to be 
less sop hist icated t han foreign exchange traders and are consequent ly more 
prone to be influenced by market trends in setting prices. Although there 
is no empirical evidence that foreign exchange traders are more samy than 
stock market investors, such an assertion is not beyond the realm of possibil- 
ity. Despite the preponderance of mutual funds. there are still many small 
investors in the stock market who trade infrequently and who are relatively 
iininformed. Stocks are a widely used vehicle for saving whereas foreign ex- 
change is not. Even when investing in stocks priced in a foreign currency, 
the main motivation surely cornes from profitability of the Company, not 
potential exchange rate changes. By contrast, foreign exchange traders are 



professionals who need a fairly sound understanding of macroeconomics and 
international economics to execute intelligent trades. 

Summers (1986), Schliefer and Summers (1990) and De Long, Schliefer, 
Summers and Waldman (1990), analyze the problem of noise trading. Noise 
trading creates excess speculation and excess volatility in the market. The 
papers cited above model directIy with the pnce effects of noise traders; they 
do not construct a behavioural model of noise traders. Brock and Hommes 
(1997,1998) present a framework for rnodelling noise trader behaviour. The 
Brock-Hommes framework allows us to  model whether a stock market in- 
vestor wifl be a fundamentalist or noise trader. Part of our contribution is to 
show how noise trading in the stock market can affect the rational expecta- 
tions price of the currency. This involves building bridges between Brock and 
Hommes (1997,1998) and a well-known mode1 of the exchange rate presented 
in Flood and Garber (1983). 

Brock and Hommes (1997,1998) present models of noise trading where 
agents choose between a naive and sophisticated predictor of the price based 
on past profitability of predictors. In other words, agents may choose a naive 
predictor based on its past profitability. Their model presents steady States 
where noise traders are present at al1 times. Following Brock and Hommes 
(1997,1998), the sophisticated predictor in our stock market will be the con- 
dit ional expectations operator. The l e s  sophisticated predictor will attempt 
to extrapolate market trends. However, to reflect differences in sophisti- 
cation, stock investors trade only at discrete times (ti) while the exchange 
rate evolves in continuous time. At times ti > O data is available from al1 
past trades and stock investors choose their trading type according to Brock 
and Hommes (1997,1998)- Chavas (2000) presents empirical evidence for the 
presence of heterogeneous expectations. His findings support the feature of 
Brock and Hommes (1997,1998) that uninformed trading may persist over 
tinie for a large number of agents. 

Since foreign exchange traders and stock investors are distinct agents 
some mechanisrn is needed to create a spillover from the naive traders to the 
sophisticted traders. The source of the spillover is government. We assume 
t hat the monetary authority, the government, is concerned about deviations 
from fundamental prices in the stock market. Consequently it considers the 
composition of traders in the stock market in setting the money supply. 
Sirice foreign exchange traders have rational expectations, the exchange rate 
at time t is an integral of discounted expected future money supplies for times 
s > t .  m e n  the money supply is set according to considerations from the 



domest ic stock market, rational agents are afiected by irrat ional behaviour 
even though they have no direct dealings in the stock market. The result 
is that the equilibrium exchange rate depends on the equilibrium in the 
stock market. Small changes in the parameters governing the propensity of 
noise traders to  chase trends or switch predictors can create potentially large 
fluctuations in the exchange rate even when there are no direct links between 
stock prices and the currency. 

There is a long standing debate in rnacroeconomics over whether observed 
fluctuations are caused by optimizing behaviour or external random shocks, 
see Grandmont (198.5) and Matsuyama (1991). Most modellers tend to use 
either the endogenous approach which usually relies on complex deterministic 
dynarnics or the exogenous approach which frequently exploits the machiners. 
of stochastic calculus. In this paper, we couple both approaches by allowing 
endogenous fluctuations in the stock market to affect the diffusion govern- 
ing money supply growth. Shocks to the money supply become partialiy 
endogenous in that they depend on stock market steady states via the drift 
function, but they also have a random component independent of the stock 
market. In so doing, Ive attempt to build a fluctuation theory in a random 
rather than a non-random (deterministic) economy. Our results suggest that 
endogenous fluctuations are important t o  exchange rate stability even when 
randomness is present . 

Now, we provide a brief survey of related literature. Brock and de- 
Font nouvelle (2000) construct an overlapping generations monetary economy 
wliere the niimber of predictors of the future price Ievel approaches infinity. 
Predictors are again based on past data and predictor selection by agents is 
detcrniined by the forecast errors of the predictor. The frequency to switch 
predictors, called intensity of choice, once again affects dynamics tremcn- 
dously. For low intensities the monetary state is stable. At higher intensities 
a Hopf bifurcation occurs and prices may have irregular paths. Chiarella 
and Flaschel (2000) present an open economy growth model with sluggish 
prices and quantities. They model both real and nominal sectors in an eight 
dimensional system of deterministic differentiai equations. The system is sta- 
ble for slow price-quantity adjustment rates, then exhibits a Hopf bifurcation 
as the rates of adjustment increase and eventually e-uplodes. They show that 
external nonlinearit ies eliminate the chaotic dynarnics. Dm ( l994) shows 
that when agents use adaptive learning rules the economy can converge to a 
continuum of nonstationary equilibria. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the stock market 



model. Section 3 presents the exchange rate model. Sections 4 states and 
discusses the t heorems. Section 5 concludes and section 6 presents the proofs- 

2 The Stock Market Mode1 

There are two markets in our model, a stock market and a money market. 
It is assurned that agents d o c a t e  their wealth to non-monetary assets whicii 
are purchased in the stock market. Money is only held to meet transactions 
dernands and has no effect on the price of stocks. The stock market model 
is taken from Brock and Hommes (1997,1998). Our analysis focusses on 
exchange rate dynamics when speculation in the stock market affects the 
money supply. To preserve a self contained treatment, this section provides 
a brief overview of Brock and Hommes (1997,1998); for an in depth treatment 
the interested reader is directed to their paper. 

The stock price evolves in discrete time. In the stock market, the stock 
price depends on the percentages of agents who are fundamentalists and 
noise traders. Al1 agents in the market are mean-variance maximizers. The 
distinguishing feature between noise t.raders and fundamentalists is the ex- 
pectation of the stock price in the next period. For expositional convenience, 
fundamentalists and noise traders will be refered t o  as type one and type two 
respectively. The expectations of type j at time n are denoted by Ejn. 

The number of noise traders and fundarnentalists varies over time and 
can generate comples d-vnamics. At each time n, each agent chooses whether 
to be a noise trader or fundamentalist based on the profitability of each 
trading type in the previous period. The past profitability of a given type is 
frequently referred to as a fitness measure. Thus, the distribution of trading 
types is endogenous. It is the ability of agents to  sicitch types that leads to 
the possibility of complex dynamics. 

-4gents investing in stocks use past data from the  stock market in forming 
their expectations and choosing their trading type. Correctly, they do not 
believe that the money supply has any effect on stock prices. By assurnption, 
the government knows the distribution of trading types in the stock market 
as wel as deviations from the fundamental price of the stock due to noise 
trading. For reasons not modelled explicitly, it considers botii these variables 
in setting the money supply even though the money supply has no effect on 
the stock market. This coiild represent a mistaken belief by government 
that the money supply affects stock prices but the major motivation is one 



of tractability. Our goal is to  present a simple theory of fluctuations in a 
random economy which is similar to the deterministic theory. 

The agents pricing foreign exchange are by assumption different t han the 
agents pricing the stock. Foreign exchange traders have rational expectations 
and price the currency according to the discounted expected value of future 
money supplies. In this way, even though noise trading is restricted to the 
domestic stock market it can have an effect on the foreign exchange market 
with perfectly rational agents. Our scenario attempts to  mode1 an economy 
where sawy professionals price foreign exchange and where the cornpetitive 
stock market is composed of less sawy agents. We now turn to  the sumrnary 
of Brock and Hommes (1997,1998). 

There is one risky asset in the stock market and a risk free bond which 
has a constant interest rate r and infinitely elastic supply. The gross returzl 
is R = (1 + r). Let the dividend process be (dl , ) .  For convenience let the 
trading times correspond to  the nonnegative integers i.e. ti = i, i 2 O. At 
eacli time i the agent will have non-monetary wealth at time i + l given by 

where MG is wealth from stock and bond holdings and hi is the number of 
shares purchased at time i. 

Although money is included in total wealth, agents are not choosing 
iiioney balances. Money is held for transactions purposes and we assume 
that the money market is always in equilibrium; details are in the nex* sec- 
tion. Foreign nationals could hold part of the money stock, but this is not 
necessary for what follows. We will construct a connection from the stock 
market to the exchange rate and for the derivation to hold it is important 
that money holdings not enter the agent's choice problem. 

Assumption 2.1: The conditional variance of excess returns at time n 
of type j, y,, satisfies V,n@i+l + diçl - R p i )  = y2 for j = 1,2. 

Following Brock and Hommes, we assume that each trading type believes 
that the conditional variance of excess returns per share, pi+l + di+l - Rpi ,  
will be constant over time and that each type has identical beliefs about the 
equilibrium value of conditional variance. Brock and Hommes use this as- 
sumption to simplify the problem of solving for the dynamics of the investor 
choice prohem which will be examined imminently. There is little loss of 
generality in making this assumption. Gaunersdorfer (2000) extends Brock 



and Hommes (199711998) to the case where expectations about the condi- 
t ional variance of returns varies across t ime. In Gaunersdorfer (2000) agents 
use moving averages to update cririances and complex dynamics similar to 
t hose in Brock-Hommes ( 1997,1998) result . 

Assumption 2.2: Stock market investors do not use any information 
other than past stock prices to  forecast future stock prices. In particular, 
they do not forecast the future money supplies. Also, the money supply does 
not affect the stock market. 

Thus, the stock market is completely insulatecl from the money market. 
Assumption 2.2 is a statement that stock market investors ignore complex 
correlations of the money suppiy with the stock price. Although large bro- 
kerage houses try to anticipate policy changes by the Federal Reserve, the 
investors in the Brock-Hommes mode1 are small. It is unlikely that small in- 
vestors in a cornpetitive market would have the same resources to undertake 
analysis of monetary policy with the same depth as brokerages. 

Brock and Hommes (1997,1998) assume that individual traders cannot 
determine the fraction of each type in the market. Even if traders knew 
that the money supply depended on the composition of traders as weU as 
price bubbles it is unlikely that they could forecast future price bubbles and 
niarket compositions accurately from the money supply process we introduce 
in the ne-= section. The reason for this is that agents would have to esti- 
mate both the diffusion and drift coefficients of a stochastic differential equa- 
tion. Altliough an extensive literature exists on this subject, see for instance 
Dohnal (1987), it would require agents to use a very sophisticated predictor 
of the money supply. Such complexity is incompatible with the view that 
stock market investors are relatively unsophisticated. Thus, there is no loss 
of generality in assuming that the money supply is not forecasted by stock 
market traders and that forecasts of stock prices corne from past stock prices. 
Brock and Hommes (1997,1998) use expectations which employ past prices 
to forecst future ones. The main implication of assumption 2.2 is that there 
is no need to  consider expectations different from the Brock-Hommes trading 
type expectations. This preserves the resulting Brock-Hommes dynamics. 

At each time n traders are mean-variance maximizers. Consequently. 
each trader of type j solves the following problem for hjn, the number of 
sliares to be held. 



where s is the risk aversion assumed to be constant across traders. The 
solution to the problem is h,, = Ejn(pn+l + Ail - RPn) / syZ .  This f o l l o ~ ~  
directly from calculus because we are able to treat aU variables occurring at 
time n as constants since they are known. 

Assumpt ion 2.3: The fundamenta3 predict or is available at constant 
cost C >_ O. This represents the cost of Iearning in markets. 

Agents are assumed to change their trading type based on the fitness 
measure %,, the weighted sum of realized profits of choosing type j up to 
time n. Brock and Hommes (1998) shows that this structure yields transition 
probabilities for types of traders qnj : defined by qjn = e ~ ~ ( / 3 ~ j . ~ -  1 ) /Zn  where 
Zn = x j=1 ,2  exp($~j,n-~) is a normalization. The parameter ,û mesures 
the intensity to switch predictors. This property continues to hold in our 
mode1 because agents are forced to use past stock prices in their expectations. 
Again, this is one result of assumption 2.2. When agents cannot forecast the 
rnoiley supply, the Brock and Hommes (1998) dynamics are preserved because 
there is no source of information external to the stock market that could be 
used to predict the stock price. 

Brock and Hommes make an important assumption. Let pz denote fun- 
damental prices. They assume that al1 expectations have the forrn 

where gj is a parameter called '' the trend" of trader type j. Clearly. for fun- 
danientaiists gl = 0: for noise traders we denote g-- by g. The parameter g 
deterniines the strengt h agents attach to deviations from the fundamental in 
the sense that a high value of g means that agents expect a strong deviation 
from fundamentals to persist. Since g # O noise traders are trend chasers be- 
cause persistent deviations from fundarnentals are persistently extrapolated 
with intensity g. If g < O the agent is called a contrarian because positive 
deviations from fundamentals lead to an expected negative deviation in the 
next period. 

Definition 2.1: An equilibrium is a sequence ((w,, m,)), where w, = 

p. - and m, = q,, - q, where p,, q,, j = 1,2  corne from the choice 
problem described above. 

The following theorem is the key result of Brock and Hommes (1997,1998). 
I t  is a precise description of stock market dynamics and wîll form the cor- 
ncrstone of the endogenous fluctuations in the exchange rate discussed in 
section 4. 



Theorem 2.1: 
1) Let C 3 O and let O < g < R, t hen the fundamental state for deviations 

froni fundamentals and trader types El = (O, tanh(-BC/2)) = (O, me) is 
globally stable. 

2) If g > SR and C 2 O there are two non-fundamental steady states, E2 
and E3. El is a steady state but is unstable for g > 2R. The non-fundamental 
steady states are defmed by E2 = (a*, m*) and E3 = (-a8, m*) where a* is 
the positive solution of tanh(fl/2(2/sy2(g - 1)(R - ~ ) ( a * ) ~  - C )  = m* and 
m * = l -  2Rlg. 

3 )  For R < g < 2R and C > O ,  there exists ,Of, 0' satisfying O < /3' < .O* 
such that for p < @, El is stable. For P = @ a pitchfork bifurcation occurs 
in wliich two more non-fundamental steady states are created. These states 
are l& and E3 appearing above. If f l  < 0 < ,O* the fundamental steady state 
is unstable and the non-fundamental states are stable. For 0 > B* al1 steady 
states are unstable. 

4) For R < g < 2R and rn* > me = tanh(-PC/2), E l ,  E2 and E3 are all 
steady states and El is unstable. If m* < me then El is the unique stable 
steady state. 

5) If g < -2R, El is unstable and there exists a two period cycle defined 
by (a*. m*), (-a', m*) where m* = 1 + 2 R l g  and a* is the positive solution 
of t a n h ( f l / 2 ( - 1 / s ~ ~ ~ ( R  + l)(a*)* - C)) = m*. 

6) For -2R < g < - R  and m* < me then El is the unique stable steady 
state. If m* > me then El is unstable and there exists a two period cycle 
defined by ((a ' .  m*). (-a8, rn*)). 

7) Let v be the two period cycle defined above and suppose that -2R < 
g < -R. C > O. Then v is stable for 0 E (,Of: ,B*) and unstable for 0 > B*. At 
/3 = !3* the mode1 has an attractor consisting of two invariant circles around 
E2 and E3- Solutions are periodic or quasi-periodic with values jumping 
between the two circles. 

The significance of theorem 2.1 is that small changes in the propensity 
to chase trends or switch predictors can have a major impact on the steady 
states generated by the model. Moreover, some of these steady states involve 
positive populations of noise traders. For instance, when C 2 O and g > 2R 
but is close to 2R a small change in g to g' such that R < g' < 2R and 
m* < me implies that E2 and E3 are no longer steady states. When C > O 
part 3 of theorem 2.2 implies that small changes in ,B may alter the stability 
of El.  From a practical standpoint this means that it may no longer be 



possible to start solutions of the Brock-Hommes system close to El and 
guarantee that they are similar to El for all times if the propensity to switch 
predictors changes marginally. Also, if C > O and g < R then El is the 
only relevant steady state. If m* > me a smaU increase trend chasing to  
g' such that 2R > gf > R will create two more steady States, E2 and E3- 
Thus, the economy couid settle a t  more than one steady state and two of 
t hese involve positive populations of noise traders. Likewise, when agents are 
contrarians a smail change in g from above -2R to gf < -2R can introduce 
a periodic solution in addition to the fundamental steady state E l .  For very 
high propensities to  change predictors part 7 implies that the mode1 generates 
highly irregular pat hs. 

Part two of the theorem implies that when the tendency to chase trends is 
strong, fundamentalists will not drive out noise traders even in the long run. 
One of the early critiques of noise trading was that fundarnentalists would 
eventually drive out noise traders because noise traders would assurne extra 
risk that would inevitably lead to their financial ruin. However, the Brock- 
Hommes results suggest that when trend chasing is a strong behavioural 
impulse noise trading can persist . Brock and Hommes (lgW,l998) formalize 
the notion presented in Schliefer and Sunimers (1990) that noise traders will 
remain a potent force in the market. 

The ne.xt step is to  endogenize the money supply by linking it with the 
decisioiis of stock market traders. We will show that the Brock-Hommes 
results in Theorem 2.1 imply that small changes in the stock market can 
affect the exchange rate. In the eschange rate analysis to follow. we focus 
mainly on the eschange rate that prevails under a steady state or the periodic 
solution without the cornplex attractor. VVbether the stock market is in a 
steady state or is descrihed by an equilibrium which fluctuates over time there 
will be a unique exchange rate. However, changes in the process prevailing in 
the stock market will induce potentially sharp changes in the corresponding 
eschange rates. 

3 The Exchange Rate Mode1 

In this section, we aùapt the mode1 of Flood and Garber (1983)+ The 
Flood-Garber model is a monetary model of the exchange rate, meaning that 
the m o n e t q  conditions rather t han trade flows determine the exchange rate. 
Al1 variables evolve in continuous time. 



The equilibrium exchange rate is the domestic price of foreign currency 
and its logarithm is denoted by xt; 4 is the percentage change in the ex- 
change rate and E(4[Ft)  is the expected percentage change in the exchange 
rate. Logarithms of domestic income, the domestic price level of goods and 
the money supply are denoted by y,, and m,; v: is a domestic money mar- 
ket shock. Foreign counterparts of these variables are denoted by y{. pp: mi; 
v,? is a foreign money market shock2. Except in the discussion of the ec* 
nomic structure of the model, we will not distinguish between any one of the 
variables and its logarithm e.g. we refer to xt as the exchange rate. The 
dornestic interest rate if is the difference between the bond return r and the 
interest rate paid on cash balances. The foreign interest rate i{ is defined 
analogouslj*. The economic variables are related by the following equations: 

We assume that al, Pl, as, & > O and that a p  = & for simplicity. 
Equations (1) and (2) are eqiiilibrium conditions in the domestic and 

forcign rrioney markets. They equate the supply of real balances to demand. 
To see how this arises, we treat the domestic and foreign rnoney markets 
as being structurally identical. In other words. the two economies have the 
sanie structure of money demand funct ion alt hough the parameters between 
the economies may differ. Thus. we need only to derive equation (1). In 
the derivation we let A&, P:, Y,, I,  be the money suppi_v, price level, real 
incoine and nominal interest rate a t  time t .  That is, ml = log(Mt), = 

the domestic money demand function is given by 
cl0 > O .  In equilibrium, money demand must equal 

log(P:) etc. We assume 
Q xP1 IFa2 exp(v:) tvhere 
the real money supply: 

Equation (1) foilows by taking logarithms and setting a 0  = log(60)- 

'The prices of goods are in nominal tenns; stock prices are in reai terrns. 
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Equation (3) is a statement of purchasing power parity. The assumption 
of purchasing power parity is valid when markets are well integrated. Markets 
must be integrated enough to  allow the free flow of goods and seMces across 
international boundaries. 

Equation (4) is the interest parity condition. It holds when agents are 
risk neutral and when domestic and foreign assets are perfect substitutes. 
Interest parity means that the exchange rate change expected by the market 
equals the difference in the domestic and foreign interest rates. Consider 
the case where domestic and foreign assets are perfect substitutes and where 
investors in both countries are risk neutral. By definition, investors from 
either country must be indifferent to holding assets in one country or another 
given equal rates of return. However, if each asset pays a stream of returns 
in the currency of the country in which it is issued, returns must fluctuate 
with the exchange rate. 

Assurnption 3.1: We take as given a probability space (O ,  FI P) and 
a collection of O-algebras C = {Ft, t E R+}.  Each Ft is a O-algebra and 
Vs < t ,  FS C Ft C 3. Whenever a variable in the mode1 is random we 
assume that it is defined on Cl and is F-meamrable. 

Assumption 3.2: The expected change in the eschange rate E(x;lFt) 
is the conditional expectation of xi given FL i-e. agents have rationd expec- 
tations. 

The coliection C is a mathematical representation of the flow of informa- 
tion over time. Under rational expectations, the a-algebra Ft will be the 
t ime t informat ion set. Representing the informat ion available for decision- 
making at  time t by a a-algebra is quite natural. For example. 3 t  niight 
contain past realizations of the interest rate i-e. sets of the form i ; '(A) 
{w : i,(w) E A )  s < t .  Also, whenever a condition holds almost evexywhere 
we mean that it is true except possibly on a set of P measure O .  

To solve the model, rearrange equations 1 to 4 to yield 

Define the policy process (b) by kt = m, - rnf +A -a0 +& - a1yt +v: - v: 
Tlien the exchange rate sat isfies xt = kt +a2 E (x: I-f, ) . Alt hough domestic and 
foreign income both appear in the equation for the government policy process 
( k t ) .  their behaviour over time is not determined entirely by governments. 
Honwer. governments may influence them via monetary and fiscal decisions. 



Thus, we persist in interpreting (k t )  as a policy process which includes the 
poiicies of both the domestic and foreign governments. 

The equiiibriurn exchange rate is derived from standard techniques for 
solving rational expectations models, alt hough as Root and Obstfeld (199 1 
p. 242) point out, the exchange rate expression holds for any structure of 
expectations. 

Now, we consider the poücy process denoted by (k$) .3  

Assumption 3.3: Government knows the composition of stock market 
traders and deviations from fundamentals. Its policy, (A:), will satisb the 
following diffusion process, 

dkr = b(t, p,. Lf ) dt + a(t: pt: A?) dM/; or equivalently 

where p = (p,) is a set of tuples describing evolution in the stock market 
defined by p, = (w,, rn,) where ws = w m  mm, = m, for n 5 s < n + 1 and y,, 
is the initial condition which depends on po. 

The class of equations described by (3.2) is a new class of stocastic differ- 
ential equations. The integrands depend on measures that mise froni agents' 
equili brium choices. Condit ions for the existence and uniqueness of t bis class 
of equations is discussed in the section 6;  here we simply concentrate on the 
motivation for these equations. Researchers have often assumed t hat key ecm 
nomic variables follow a diffusion process, see D d i e  (1992). However. these 
processes are usually given exogenously without much behavioural founda- 
tion for their introduction. The function b is the government's response 
function; b ( s ,  p,, x) is the instantaneous change in the money supply at time 
s for conditions p, prevailing in the stock market when x is the money sup- 
ply. Equation (3.2) says that the govenunent examines the distribution of 
noise traders and fundamentdists as well as deviations from fundamentals in 
setting the rnoney supply. 

"Flood and Garber originaiiy argued that before pebging, 
rate could be represented by a Brownian Motion with drift : 

the fkeely Eioating 
kt = qt + a1.C;. 

exchange 



The assumption that govemment knows the composition of traders so 
that it can set maket  driven policies is highly stylized. However, we would 
expect government to know more about the state of the market than indi- 
vidual traders. In our case the governrnent is perfectly informed. In the 
real world, governments do not make announcements about the composition 
of the market, thus we assume that the government does not publicize its 
informat ion. 

Likewise. the assumption that the government considers stock market 
eqiiilibria in setting the money supply is stylzed. particularly when we assume 
that the money supply has no effect on stock prices. In the real economy it is 
more plausible that money supply changes affect real investment more than 
stock prices and perhaps monetary policy is govemed more by real than 
financial considerations. Nevertheless, the stock market crash of 1987 did 
prompt central banks around the world to cut interest rates. Thus, in the real 
world? stock market fluctuations may induce policy changes even when the 
link between poiicy and the market is indirect. Even though the government 
cannot affect the stock market in our model, we still assume that stock 
market considerations affect the money supply for reasons of tractabi!ity. 
This is consistent with observed policy a t  some times. 

It may even be the case that government overestimates the effect it will 
have on the market via its money supply. If government makes policy under 
the rnistaken belief that the money supply affects the stock market, our re- 
sults apply over the time frarne before it realizes its error and changes course. 
During the time of erroneous belief? the government might suspect that witli 
a high percentage of noise traders any increase in the money supply niIl 
result in more speculation than with a high proportion of fundamentalists. 
The government might want to dampen speculation. Consequently, the rate 
of money growth Ml1 be lower than Rith only fundamentalists in the mar- 
ket. Alternatively, the government might want to maintain a certain level 
of stock prices because a depressed stock market might affect consurnption 
expenditure. In t his case, the government will fear undere\-duat ion, not 
overevaluation, and it will adjust the money supply to support prices if they 
fa11 below the fundamental price. 

By allowing a to depend on stock market conditions, we obtain a very 
general equation. However, we will shortly assume that a will depend only on 
t .  It is not possible to  prove precise fluctuation results when the noise trading 
affects u for technical reasons: see section 6 for details. However, completely 
endogenous noise and its effects could form a new research question; this is 



why we have discussed the more general integrand. 
When the equilibrium policy process is (6) the exchange rate is denoted 

by zf .  The next section discusses the model in more detail and explores the 
resulting price dynmics. 

4 Exchange Rate Dynamics 

The reason that (3.2) is a new class of stochastic equations is that the 
initial condition depends on the process p ~ .  In addition, the integrands b and 
a depend on p. -4s the appendix shows, proving that (3.2) possesses well- 
known propert ies of stochast ic different i d  equat ions (SDE) requires sonie 
variation in the usual assumptions and proofs. Rom now on, we will refine 
the model by assuming that a depends only on t .  Under this assumption 
the government sets the instantaneous change in the money supply via the 
function b. Randomness comes from the stochastic integral J: u ( s )  d w  and 
the presence of kr in the integrand b. All proofs in this section are in the 
appendix. 

Assumption 4.1: Let p, # us V s  for stock market equilibria p, u. Then 
t hcre is a constant K such t hat Vs: f ,  g 

The implication of assumption 4.1 is that differences in the instantaneous 
growtli of the money supply are constrained by differences in the stock mar- 
ket equilibria. Assumption 4.1 is similar to the Lipschitz growt h conditions 
needed to prove existence and uniqueness of SDE. The condition presented 
here is somewhat stronger in that given f and g small dif'Ferences between 
p, and us will tend to really restrict the difference in money growth. If the 
right hand side of (4.1) was /p,  - vSl2 + 1 f - 9 1 2 ;  small differences in stock 
market equilibria would have less effect on money growth differences. Let t ing 
differences in stock market equilibria affect money growth differentiats as in 
(4.1) means that the government does not alter monetaxy policy radically 
for small changes in the stock market. This is particularly interesting in our 
model since smail stock market changes will have a potentially greater effect 
on the exchange rate. Assurnption 4.1 ensures that this effect will corne from 
the endogenous behaviour of agents, not the erratic actions of governrnent. 
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Assumption 4.2: Let p = ((wf,  mf)) ,  v = ((wz, m?)) be stock mar- 
equilibria such that po # vo. Then y,,, # y,. In particular, if w: < 
Ys, Y,, > y,- 

The meaning of assumption 4.2 is that the govemrnent distinguishes be- 
tween different equilibria in the stock market when it sets the initial condi- 
tion. In tliis sense, the government responds to different conditions in the 
stock market by creating different monetaxy conditions. Assumptions 4.1 
and 4.2 imply Theorem 4-1. 

Theorem 4.1: Let p, # v,Vs where p,  v are equilibria from the stock 
market. Then almost everywhere for al1 t simultaneously kf # k,Y 

Thus, different equilibria in the stock market generate different money 
supplies at  al1 times. This is the reason that the money supply is endogenous 
in our inodel. By allowing the instantanmus rate of money growth t o  depend 
on asset price equilibria, the money supply responds to  changes in the optimal 
choices of agents. 

Previous researchers have addressed a variety of questions in the mone- 
tary model proposed by Flood and Garber (1983). For examples see Ikeda 
and Shibata (1995) and Froot and Obstfeid (1991). Virtually all these pa- 
pers assurned that the money supply was a Brownian motion with drift when 
the exchange rate was not fixed by government . Endogenizing the money 
supply in Flood and Garber's model is interesting because it will provide a 
tractable way- of forming a theory fluctuations for exchange rates in random 
econoniies dong the lines of deterministic bifurcation theory. Other stochas- 
tic bifurcation theories are possible, but they are xnuch more cornples, see 
Arnold (1998) for a comprehensive discussion. 

The papers cited above solve complex mathematical problems related to 
the exchange rate, but they make minimal use of choice theory. At the other 
extreme lie models where the exchange rate is determined by the supply and 
dcniand of traded goods. The exchange rate is related to the Euler condi- 
t ions governing agents' choice problem. However, it is frequently the case 
tliat the exchange rate cannot be determined from the first order conditions. 
Researchers have to rely on computer sinidations to derive the behavioirr of 
the eschange rate, see Arifovic (1996) for an example. 

It might be argued that we have only partially endogenized the money 
supply because the govemment does not solve an explicit choice problem 
and because markets are segmented. Another deficiency is that there is no 



feedback from the exchange rate to  the money supply. With these consider- 
ations, our paper is only a step toward a fuily endogenous money supply and 
exchange rate. Hoivever, given the difficulty the trade flow based approach 
has encountered in finding an explicit exchange rate equation, our model is a 
step in the right direction. The issue of endogeneity will be bnefly discussed 
again after assumption 4.3. 

Assurnption 4.3: Let p = ((wi: mf))  and v = ((w:.mz)) be stock 
market equilibria such that w: < wz Vs. Shen for any v:c b( s ,  p,: v )  2 
b ( s 7  us: c) -  

Assumption 4.3 really is a policy rule for government. It states that the 
government 's objective is to respond negatively to overvaluat ion as well as 
positively to undervaluation because the function b provides for lower money 
creation in the former instance and higher creation in the latter instance. 
To see this, take u as the equilibrium witli a positive speculative bubble, 
the condition on b implies that the rate of money growth will be lower than 
with equilibrium p. Of course, with p there is a smaller deviation from the 
fiindamental provided that w: 2 0. .4nalogous reasoning appiies for a neg- 
at ive bubble. Even t hough the objective of discouraging excess speculation 
may not corne from an optimization problem, it is a reasonable objective for 
government . 

Theorem 4.3: Suppose that assumption 4.3 holds. Let p = ((wf. m:) )  
and v = ((w:,mz)) be stock market equiiibria with w: < v: Vs. Then 
al~iiost everywhere for any t ,  z$ > x:. 

Remark: Brock and Hommes (1997,1998) establish the existence of sev- 
eral possible steady states in their model. For certain configurations of pa- 
ranieters niore than one steady state is possible, but they present no method 
of determining which steady state will actually be observed. There rnay be 
other solutions which fluctuate over time for which no exact expressions are 
knowri. Some parameter values generate a periodic solution for which an 
exact expression is known. Whether the stock market is in a steady state or 
is described by an equilibrium which fluctuates over time there is a unique 
exchange rate given by (3.2). Theorem 4.3 illustrates differences in these 
equilibria for specific variations in the stock market processes. Clearly, un- 
der assumptions 4.1-4.3, theorem 4.3 is aiso valid if p and v are steady states. 
Thus, the tliree steady states appearing in Brock and Hommes (1997,1998) 
correspond to tliree exchange rates that may be compared via theorem 4.3. 



Tlieorem 4.3 is a fundamental theorem of the paper. Wheri coupled with 
the Brock-Hommes results, it establishes t hat instabilty spills over from the 
stock market to the foreign exchange market. While theorem 4.3 establishes 
that prices will be distinct, it does not guarantee that the fluctuations will 
be large. However. it does predict inequalities for the exchange rate. The 
t heorem does prove t hat the following scenario arises. Suppose t hat we make 
a small change in the trend parameter g. If g < R but is close to R, then 
El is a steady state. Let the small change result in g' > R and assume that 
m* > me. Then E2 and E3 are also steady states. Clearly, E2 # El and E3 # 
El. Let pf = (O' me)' pJ = (a*? m*) and = (-a*, m*) Vs. Then theoreni 
-1.3 implies that zrl > xrZ7 xr l  < 2$. Conceivably. the fluctuation could 
be quite large, but we cannot be certain. Other assumptions are necessary 
to establisb that the change is large. However, this discussion contains the 
cssential reasoning behind the stability theorem Linking the stock and foreign 
exchange markets presented belon-. Before turning to this result there are 
other issues to be addressed. 

Definition 4.1: Let p = ((wg. m:)) be a stock market equilibrium. The 
eschange rate process (xc) is stochastically stable a t  t  or synonomously. S- 
stable at t? if for every E > O there exists a 6  = b ( ~ $  t )  such that if u is any 
stock market equilibrium with 1 us - p, 1 < b Vs, t hen 1 E~ - Ex: 1 c É. If 
the eschange rate process is S-stable for al1 t we Say that the eschange rate 
is S-stable. 

The definition of an S-stable exchange rate is motivated by the definition 
for a stable deterministic dynamical system. Recall t hat a deterministic 
dynaniical system ( y t )  solving the problem ri = f ( z t )  is stable if for any c 
there exists a b = 6 ( ~ )  such that lyo - vol < 6 implies 1 y, - ut[  < E Vt > O 
for any other solution (u t ) .  Definition 4.1 is similar in that an exchange 
rate is S-stable if small changes in stock market equilibria result in smail 
changes in the espected value of the eschange rate. Unlike the deterministic 
clefinit ion, the random defintion requires t hat 6 also depend on t. The reasori 
for tliis is that kom a practical standpoint ~ inherits the diffusion properties 
of I;;. Consequently xr exhibits tremendous fluctuation at large times and 
it becomes impossible to prove that one bound b ( ~ )  would suffice for al1 t .  
Clearly. we may also consider Sstability of p if p is a steady state. 

The concept of S-stability is useful for describing the properties of es- 
cliange rate equilibria in the foilowing sense. It is known that the stock 
niarket eshibits different steady states for certain parameter values: each of 



these steady states geiierates an exchange rate. If u is a stock market q u i -  
libriuni dserent from al1 the steady states it is desirable to  compare x: with 
the exchange rates arising from the steady states. Theorem 4.3 allows us to 
establish inequalities but it is interesting to know if a small deviation from 
a steady state leads to a smail deviation in the exchange rate. The reason is 
that we want a mode1 where exchange rate fluctuations are caused by endoge- 
nous changes in the stock market, not the volatility of the Brownian motion 
driving the nioney supply. As we have argued above, small changes in stock 
market parameters can produce significant fluctuations in the exchange rates 

1 
corresponding to the steady states. If 6 is stable then only changes in the 
stock market parameters can create exchange rate instability. 

Different parameter values affect the number of possible steady states. 
Although there is a unique exchange rate path for each steady state, theorem 
4.3 implies that these paths are different- When a small change in trend 
chasing affects the number of possible steady states, it also affects the number 
of corresponding paths for the exchange rate. This is a f o m  of sensitivity 
to initial conditions. This is the substance of the theorem 4.4, which is a 
version of theorem 2.1 for exchange rates. For convenience. an exchange rate 
generated by a steady state will be called a steady state exchange rate. For 
notation in the ne-* theorem the reader should refer to theorem 2.1. 

Theorem 4.4: Let pt,  i = 1,2.3 be the stock market steady states de- 
fined by = ( O ,  me)? = (a8.m*):  = (-a*.m*) Vs- Suppose that the 
initia1 condition y,, is continuous in po. Assume the stock market is in a 
steady state. Then the following hold: 

1) For O < g < R, L C ~ '  is an %stable exchange rate. 
1 

2) For g > 2R the corresponding exchange rates $2, zf satisfy ~f > 
1 

xy2 and xf < xzf3. 
3) For R < g < ZR and m* > me, z f l ,  &, s3 satisfy the inequdities 

presented above. If rn* < me only xfL  can occur because pi is the only 
steady state and it is S-stable. 

4) For C > O and B < f l ,  xrl is an S-stable exchange rate. For ,û' < 4 i 
B* , xf and xr3 are S-stable. 

For convenience denote xf by 2:. The mode1 exhibits instability in the 
sense that small changes in either g or /3 can affect the number of exchange 
rates corresponding to steady states. For g < R there is only one exchange 
rate corresponding to a steady state. x:. If we move slightly above R and 



rn* > me two other exchange rates which correspond to steady states appear, 
x: and x:. For g > 2R there are three rates generated by steady states 
xi i = 1 , 2,3. If g falls slightly below 2 R and m' < me there is only one such 
rate, x:. Since x: < xi < x: it is evident that smdl changes in trend chasing 
may cause either depreciation or appreciation relative to the other exchange 
rates generated by steady states. Similarly, when C > O a small movement 
in /3 above 0' creates two other possible steady state exchange rates: x: and 
2;. Çmall changes in the propensity to  switch predictors can also induce 
eitlier exchsnge rate appreciation of depreciation. if the deviations in xi 
are substantial. small changes in trend chasing or the propensity to switch 
predict ors would create large exchange rate jumps. 

The fact that exchange rate appreciation or depreciation could follow 
changes in the propensity to chase trends or alter predictors is interesting. It 
follows because increased trend chasing will perpetuate positive and negative 
bubbles; in turn this has effects on the money supply growth and the exchange 
rate. As the propensity to change predictors increases there rnay be greater 
tendency to act as  noise traders and to  deviate from fundamental prices: 
again this feeds through to the money supply and exchange rate. SimiIar 
analysis applies for the case g < O as the next result shows. 

Corollary 4.1: Suppose that assumptions 4.2-4.3 are modfied so that 
if a stock market solution exhibits ovemaluation or undervaluation in al1 
periods, increases in the money supply are lower than with the fundamental 
solution pl .  Then 

1) Let u be the stock market equilibrium defbed by the two period cycle 
and let g < -2R. The two corresponding exchange rates xrl and x: satisfy 
,p 1 > x;. 

2) For -2R < g < - R  and m* < me, xi is Sstable. If m* > me there 
are ttvo corresponding rates, xi and x: satisfying the inequality above. 

3) Let y be a periodic or quasi-periodic solution which alternates between 
the circles descrihed in theorem 2.1 part 7. Suppose assumptions 4.2-4.3 are 
niodified so that the money supply with 7 grows faster than with p2 because 
of its negative bubbles but lower than with pg because of its positive bubbles. 
Then x: > x: > x:. 

If there are other solutions Q and 1/, for the stock market, the stability 
of the various steady states allows us to compare xl and xf'. For g < R 
consider d = ((w:, mt))  with initial condition sufficiently close to ph. We 
have - qbrl < E Vt. Consider a small deviation in trend chasing to g' 



where R < g' < 2R and for a solution tb = ((w:_ mf)) with initial condition 
sufficiently close to & we have Ip: - lu, 1 < e. Suppose that E < 6 < a* - e ,  
then ZC: < 6 < wf and clearly xr < xl. Since O < a* such 6 and e must 
exist. Thus, theorem 4.4 provides a vehicle for predicting inequalities in the 
eschange rates corresponding to stock market solutions which are not steady 
states. This does not guarantee a large fluctuation in z: and zf . However, 
the notion of Sstability may be used to quant@ fluctuations in EX? and 
EX:. 

Letxi-x: > 0 .  T h e n f o r s o m e ~ ~ x : - x f - 2 ~ > 8 .  I f z : + c + B < x : - 6  
then Ex:+~+B < Ex: -c. Suppose that I Q ~ - ~ ~ I  < 6, Ift-p:[ < 6 imply that 
1 Ex: - Ex: 1 < r, 1 EX: - Ex:l < E. It follows that EX: + û < Ex: + 0 + e < 
Ex: - E < Exf. Consequently, EX? - EX: > 8. A sharp fluctuation in xi 
and 21 RiIl cause a sharp fluctuation in EX;) and EX:. Now, we present a 
simple condition on the money growth function which c m  guarantee sharp 
deviations in exchange rates. 

Theorem 4.5: Let b(s$ p,, u) = b(s, p,) and suppose that for stock mar- 
ket equilibria /I = ((wf , mi))' v = ((wz, m:)) satisfying lu: - wj  > 6 we have 
b(s, Y:) - b(s, wz) > 6.  Then $ - x;I > 6. 

Under the conditions of theorem 4.5, differences in p, - p; have a direct 
effect on the exchange rate. In the case of the steady states theorem 4.5 
aIso applies and the magnitude of a* will play a criticai role in deviations of 
x;:i = l : 2 , 3 .  

Consider a small variation of the mode1 where agents can only make 
finitely many choices over their trading types. Assume that agents are al- 
lowed n choices before their type is fixed for al1 future trading periods. -4s- 
sunie that for times k > n al1 agents are rational. The Brock-Hommes 
mode1 yields a finite system of equations for the proportions of traders 
and deviations from fundamentals for the first n periods. These periods 
characterize the equilibrium because al1 agents are rational after time n 
implying t hat t here are no deviations from fundamentals. However. since 
E,, 2 = 1 . 2 3  were fked points of the discrete time dynamical system de- 
fined by denumerably many trades? they must be admissable solutions for 
the firiite system. Suppose that assumption 4.1 is rnodified as follows. When 
P. f u . ~ . I b ( s . p ~ ~ f )  - b ( s , ~ ~ , g ) I  I Klpr -v,llf -91, but ifp. =us  Vs r n  
t hen Ib(s. p,: f )  - b(s, y,, g) 1 < K ]  f - gl. Then the proof of theorern 4.3 also 
yields the following result . 

Theorem 4.6: Let p = ( (wf ,  n:)), v = ((wz: mJ)) witii w! < w: for 



Hence, theorern 4.4 is still applicable when all agents convert to rationality 
in h i t e  tirne. Thus, the exchange rate level remains as sensitive as before 
to the initial equilibrium in the stock market. The m-itch to rationality 
could occur when n = 1, i-e. when agents make only one choice. Since 
integer trading times were only chosen for convenience, time t l  when al1 
agents make the conversion could be arbitrarily close to 0, the time when 
agents can elect to be noise traders. Thus, trend chasing has a permanent 
effect on the exchange rate level. 

It must be emphasized that theorem 4.6 follows both from an economic 
assumption as well as  the theorems of stochastic calculus. On the economics 
side when p has finitely many components less than v the money supply 
grows a t  a faster rate and begins at a higher level i-e. b(s. p, , x) 2 b(s, us, y )  
and y,, > y,. This can allow for equal growth rates once p and v have 
common components. Adaptation of the usual proofs of stochast ic calculus 
irnplies lif > kl Vt.  The appendix shows that when this is true $ > x: W. 

5 Conclusions 
An important part of the literature in economic dynamics shows that prices 
eshibit chaos or bifurcation phenornena. These instability results appear in 
non-random economies, see Grandmont (1985) or hilatsuyama (1991) for ex- 
amples. However, the instability results presented hem occur in a stochast ic 
economy. Brod  and Honimes (1997) observe that the numericd patterns 
generated by chaotic models do not resemble actual economic data. How- 
ever. instability appears to be a trait of the real world economy It is thus 
important to develop a stability theory for stochastic economies and this 
paper is a move in that direction. The blending of random and determin- 
istic structures shows that endogenous fluctuations can exert an important 
influence on stability despite the effects of randomness. 

The mode1 presented here demonstrates that small changes in parameters 
linked to noise trading in the stock market generate potentially large fluxes 
in eschange rates when agents have rational expectations. Clearly, random- 
ness is not the driving force behind the exchange rate instability discussed 
here. The exchange rate instability arises as a carryover from the instabil- 
ity generated by deterministic dynamics in Brock and Hommes (1997.1998). 
Our paper suggests that noise traders can have an important impact on the  
economy via indirect channels. Future research in this area could address 



equilibria which result when agents have other learning devices, such as the 
genetic algorithm considered in Arifovic and Gencay (2000) or the neural 
networks considered in Heinemann (3000). 

6 Appendix: Mat hemat ical Results 
Let M E M(R2)  denote the space of stock market equilibria; B ( M )  will 

denote the a-field for M inherited from countably many products of B(R2) .  
We assume that each sequence in M has bounded components- We estabiish 
some general results for stochastic differential equations which depend on 
elements of M before turning to  the specid one dimensional case of (3.1). 

Definition 6.1 Let 6 : R+ x lZd x M ( R 2 )  + Rd and a a d x d matrix 
with components oij : Rt x Rd x M(R2)  -) R. The components of b and 
O will be measurable relative to B ( R f )  x B ( R ~ )  x B ( M )  and B(R).  Let 
lo(s. x' p , ) 1 2  = xi a&(sl x, p.). Then a solution to the stochastic differential 
equation dXr  = b(t, X f ,  pf ) dt + a ( t ,  X ( ,  pf ) dt is a continuous, ( 3 t )  adapted 
process such that: 

2) X r  = qp? + 1: b(s ,  Xf , p, ) + JO o( s ,  X r  , p, ) dW, almost everywhere Vt - 
This means Xi = i 1; bi ( S .  Xf , ps) + jg( o ~ , ~ ( s ,  XJ, P.) dW: 

The term %, is the initial condition: we assume %,,i E L2(R, A, P )  Vi- 
As usual (IVt) is a d-dimensional Brownian Motion. Theorem 6.1 follows 
from the weIl known method of Picard iteration. In fact, Theorems 6.1-6.2 
follow because standard methods of proof are applicable to this class of SDE. 

Theorem 6.1: Let 6,  O satisfy the measurability requirements above as 
well as the following Lipschitz conditions 

Definition 6.2: The function 77 is perfect if p~ # ~g vP0 # vm a.e. 

Definition 6.2 generalizes assumption 4.2 to random initial conditions. 
Theorems 41-44  also holds under the modification to  assumption 4.1 dis- 
cussed in the text with slight modifications of the proofs to be presented 
tiere. 



Definition 6.3: The flows of the SDE are the functions (Xr(u). t 2 0) 
indexed by w and p- The flows are weakly injective if Vp,  v such that p, # 
vs P(w : 3t such that X f ( w )  = Xr(w))  = 0. 

We c a n o t  guarantee weak injectivity of the flows for an arbitrary matriu 
a. However we can prove weak injectivity for o depends only on t. In this 
case, the components of X r  are 

The following result is a variation of an argument found in Protter (1990). 

Proof of Theorem 4.1: We show the stochastic flows are weakly in- 
jective for perfect q. Define Ut = X r  - Xr. By construction a given so- 
lution is a continuoüs semi-martingale, implying that (Ut )  is a continuous 
semi-martingale relative to (Ft  ) . Under the assiimpt ion of right-cont inuity, 
Fo containing al1 nul1 sets and continuity of (Ut) ,  the hitting time of B E 

B(R~) TB = inf { t  2 O : Ut E B) is a stopping time. If the set is empty, 
we take rB(w) = 00. In terms of the economic model, we now deal with an 
infinite horizon. With the Lipschitz conditions we introduced, solutions for 
the exist on [O: m). 

Def iner= inf{ tLO:Ut=O} and ~ , = i n f { t ~ O : l U ~ ( < ~ } / \ n w l i e r e  
x / \ y  = min(x, y). Now, X{ = qp,,'X," = rl,. By perfectionof q , ~  > O a-e.. 
This follows because U, = O and Uo = I ) ~  - vm. Non., Tn < r Vn. Clearly 
tliis is true when T = M. Obviously, T < oo H { t  : Ut = O) # 0. In this 
case { t  : Ut = O )  c { t  : IUtI 5 i} + T > T,. We must have strict inequal- 
itj. almost everywhere on this set (particularly when r > O), for othemise 
U, = O T > O. Let Z, < T = T,, z,, T Tn- It m u t  be the case that 
1 uzn 1 > i, but continuity requires iim,-, luz, 1 = O. Hence Tn < T a h s t  
everywhere. 

In fact , T,, T dmost everywhere. Clearly, T~ T H = sup .r,, n 3 1 < T. 
If H < T then T < 00, for otherwise Ut # O Vt but fi = O if H < oo. So, 
we have H < T < cm UH = O, implying a contradiction. 

Define a continuous semi-martingale by LI; = L',A, Since 7, < T, we 
rnay apply Ito's lemma with our f E C * ( R ~  - {O)) equal to log(lxl). Hence, 



Using the Lipschitz conditions, when T < oo, the surn of integais is bounded 
by C(t A 7) < Cr. To see this, observe that 

This inequality holds almost everywhere Vn simultaneously , say on A? where 
P ( A ~ )  = O. If ~ ( w )  < w for some w E A: then C( t  Ar,(w)) 5 Cr(#). Let 
t ,  n -+ oo, then log(l(l; 1 )  - log(lq,, - i), 1 )  -. cm, itnplying a contradiction. 
Hence? B = {w : 3t such that X r ( w )  = X,"(w)) c AC for T(W) = m + 
X f ( w )  # X,"(w) Vt .  Completeness of P on A 5 E A and that P ( B )  = 
O q.e.d. 

Proof of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4: We have y,, > y, and b( s ,  p,, u)  3 
b(s ,  us: u) . The proof of the cornparison theorem found in Protter (1990) holds 
so that kg 2 kr a.e. Vs. But theorem 4.1 implies kf # k: * kc > k" This 
iniplies that E(kflFt)  > E(k:;YIFt) a-e.. for let As = {E(& IFt) = E(kz1FI)} E 
Ft then I,* kc dP = JAS k; dP. Hence JqS kf-IIg d P  = O (kf-k:)las = O  
a.e. Since As = { (y  - k:)l4, # O) we must have P(As)  = O implying 
E(kz (Tt) > E(I;gIFt) a-e. Setting a = 1 for convenience, 

- F - E ( 3 )  ds = O implying for almost O t lierwise Jtm exp(t - s )  [E (L, ( 
ail s we have E(kfIFt) = E(kZ1Ft) q.e.d. 

Proof of Theorem 4.5: Al1 results are immediate except S-stability. 



provided p, # us Vs but Ip, - us 1 s m d .  We may assume that cK < 1. 
Gronwall's inequality implies 

Proof of Theorem 4.6: For b(s, p,)-b(s, v,) > 6, /,S b(u' pu)-b(u, y,) du > 
6s. Thus, xf -x :  = J f  exp(t-s) [I,' b(u,  p,) - b(u ,  vu) du] ds 2 Jtm6exp(t- 
s)s  ds = ( 2  + t ) 6  > 6 q-e-d. 
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